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FOREWORD 

This report describes selected aspects of the fourtfi year work effort under the Science 
and Technology Objective (STO) entitled Virtual Environments for Dismounted Soldier 
Simulation, Training, and Mission Rehearsal. The U.S. Anny Research Institute for tihie 
Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) Infant^ Forces Research Unit performed this research in 
collaboration with tiie ARI Simulation Systems Research Unit, the U.S. Army Simulation, 
Training, and Instrumentation Command, and the U.S. Army Research Laboratoty. TTie primary 
objective of the STO was to address select«i technological and training issues related to high 
fidelity dismounted soldier simulation. 

This report describes a research effort that examined the utility of virtial environmente 
for conducting small unit dismounted mission reheareals in simulated urban operation. The 
training was evaluated at the Dismounted Battlespace Battle Lab (DBBL) Virtual Simulation 
Lab, and the McKenna urban operations facility at Fort Benning, Georgia. The effectiveness of 
this approach was compared to real-world reheareals. The resulte showed that while virtual 
environment systems show promise, there are still a number of interface aid technology 
problems to overcome. Currently, virtual environments do not appear to be as effective as real- 
world tactical training for improving skills underlying specific snmll unit tasks or battle drills. 
However, these environments may be used effectively at selected stages of trainii^ to enhance 
cognitive skill development in such areas as decision-making and situation awareness. Critical 
aspects of the research were briefed to key DBBL staff in August 2002. 

KATHLEEN A. QUINKERT 
Acting Technical Director 
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USING VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS FOR CONDUCTING SMALL UNIT DISMOUNTED 
MISSION RBHEAI^ALS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Research Requiremente: 

Soldiere and small unit leaders (platoon, squ^, team) must be capable of taking eflfective 
independent actions across an increasingly diverse range of militaiy missions. The time md 
resources required for conducting flie appropriate training in realistic, live exercise settings can 
be quite costly and also inefficient for certain skill areas (e.g., cognitive skills trdning). One 
solution is to conduct a portion of tiiis training in virtual environments using individual 
combatant simulators, llie objective of this research was to assess the use of virtual 
environments as a viable dismounted infantry mission reheareal tool. Two research questions 
were addressed: 

• Do skills acquired in the virtual environment transfer to tbe real world? 

• How does real world performance differ as a function of rehearsal training site? 

Procedure: 

Thirty-two soldiers (four squads) received instruction on urban operation tectics, 
techmqires, and procedures. Each squad was then given two missions that involved clearing a 
two-story building located at an urban operations training site. Two squais rehea-sed (and 
executed) the mission in a virtual representation of the exact building tiiey would clear at the 
urban training site. The remaining squads rehearsed in an actual two-story building tiiat was 
similar to the one they had to clear at the urban training site. Squad and individual iwrformance 
was objectively ^sessed by two observer/controllere for each mission. Soldier resfwnses to the 
training and evaluations comparing the effectiveness of the two reheareal settings were obtained. 

Findings: 

Performance difference between the rehearsal groups across the two 'real-world' 
missions for both squad and individual tasks were small to negligible. Group performance 
differences for casualties, i.e., fiatricides, and personnel flagging (silhouetting oneself in 
doorways and windows) were strongly affected by simulator constraints that made it veiy 
difficult to execute precision movements in confined areas mid effectively throw hand grei^es. 
The results showed that virtual environment reh^real did not hurt real-world perfomiiwice, but 
were equivocal as to how much transfer did take place. Soldier effectiveness ratings for the two 
rehearsal modes showed a clear bias that was dependent on fee setting where they reheareed. 
Half of the soldieis ^o rehearsed in a virtual setting feU that virtual environments were jiBt as 
effective for conducting mission reheareals as rehearsing in the real-world. In conti^t, all 
soldiers who reheareed in the real-world felt that virtual environments were inferior to real-world 
rehearsals. 

vu 



Utilization of Findings: 

This research showed that the effectiveness of virtual environments for conducting small 
unit dismounted mission rehearsals is limited by a number of interface and technology problems. 
These shortcomings make it difficult to train specific squad drills and tasks, like building 
clearing, which emphasize rapid and precise positioning and movement and use of weapons. 
While virtual environments show promise for this type of training, they do not appear to be as 
effective as real-world tactical training at the present time. Virtual environments could, 
however, be effectively used during the "walk" phase of training for improving decision-making, 
situation awareness, communication, and coordination skills. ITiese environments, if used in 
conjunction with realistic field exercises, could play a major role m enhancing the training of 
soldiers and small unit leaders. 

viu 
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USING VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS FOR CONDUCTING SMALL UNIT DISMOUNTED 
MISSION REHEARSALS 

Introduction 

Current Army transformation initiatives will require increasingly innovative 
methods for training soldiere and small unit leaders (platoon, squad, team). Leaders, for 
example, must be able to effectively lead multifimctional units, use digital i^stems, and 
conduct decentralized and dispereed operations across the fiill-^ctrum of possible 
missions. Preparing soldiers for tiie divereity of missions and skills required to 
effectively operate in these situations will present many challenges to trainers. 

The time and resources required for conducting the appropriate training in realistic, live 
exercise settmgs can he quite costly and inefficient, particularly for the specific leoier skills 
needed for such operations (see Pleban, Eakin, Salter, & Matthews, 2001), To develop and 
sustain the tectical and technical proficiency required in these varied situations, tools are needed 
Ihat can provide (in a cost effective manner) fi«qiwnt and repetitious complex task traming 
across divase scenarios. 

One potentially usefiil training tool that has received considerable attention involves the 
use of virtual simulations, specifically, mdividual combatant simulators, A virtual teaming 
system can be particularly useful for "walk-level" and sustainment traiiiing (Pleban et al., 2001). 
Virtual training not only provides the capabiUty to immerse soldiers in a realistic operational 
envirormient, but Ms training can be accomplished witiiout riskir^ the safety of soldiers, 
breaking expensive equipment, or potentially polluting or destroymg the environment. Virttial 
training also allows soldiere to perform tasks too dffligerous for the live envkonment such s& 
conducting close quarters combat, operating m NBC environments, ratd adjusting artillery or 
close ah support files on or near an occupied friendly position. The virtual environment (VE) 
provides a primary meam for units to fi«iuently and repetitively train realistic fire and maneuver 
techniques (TRADOC System Manager Combined Aims Tactical Trainer, 2002). Virtual 
environments can be effectively applied to enhance small unit leader skill training in d^ision- 
making (Pleban et al., 2001), and may Imve traming value in other aieas such as operational 
planning, coiranaid and control of small units, direct fire coordination, fire support coordination, 
and integration of obstacles and logistical support. 

At the Vutual Simulation Lab at Fort Benning, Georgia, the individiral soldier or small 
unit leader can explore innovative approaches for conducting ^?ecific tectical operations in 
virtual settings. Through tiie use of individual combatant simidators, soldiere can immerse 
themselves in virtual lepresentatiom (usmg terrain date bases) of various trainmg sites such as 
the McKenna urban operations site at Fort Benning and conduct limited missions (e.g., clear a 
building, conduct area reconnaissance). Virtual envkonments, in theory, offer soldieis tiie 
opportunity to thoroughly familifflire tiiemselves with procedural aspects of specific tesks as 
well m a clunce to examine new tactics md techniques. These simulators allow the soldiers to 
execute sceiwrios and determine the impact of various couises of ^tion on the likely success of a 
mission (Pleban, Eakin, & Salter, 2000). 



One of the best performing of the currently existing individual combatant simulation 
systems is the Soldier Visuali2ation Station - SVS (see Salter, Eakin, & Knerr, 1999) developed 
by Advanced Interactive Systems. This system represents the currently most viable overall 
technical approach for enabling soldiers to shoot, move, and communicate in virtual 
environments. In this system, the soldier stands in front of a large screen holding a rifle. The 
images depicted on the screen, including buildings, vehicles, and people, are reasonably life like 
in size and actions. The combination of images and action creates a very immersive (virtual) 
environment for the soldier (see Figure 1). 

The SVS is a personal computer-based system with an inertial/acoustic tracker for 
simulated body position and weapon pointing. It includes a helmet-mounted display - HMD 
(helmet mounted monocular eyepiece linked to a camera on the rifle) that can be used to assist in 
aiming and looking around comers of buildings. The SVS has one flat screen on which images 
are presented by a rear projection device. Movement is accomplished by applying pressure to a 
weapon-mounted thumb switch. This allows the individual to move rather effortlessly 
throughout the virtual battlefield to include open terrain and urban environments. The thumb 
svdtch also controls access to an on-screen menu that allows the individual to select among 
various weapons, e.g., M-4 rifle, squad automatic weapon, shotgun, pistol, grenades, smoke, and 
includes a program for weapon zeroing. 

Figure 1. Soldier in an SVS system. 



Science and Technolo^ Objective (STO) Virtual Environment Research 

In 1998, the U.S. Army Research Institute (ARI) established a four-year Science and 
Technology Objective (STO) entitled Virtual Environments for Dismounted Soldier Simulation 
Training and Mission Rehearsal. The purpose of the STO was to examine selected technological 
and training issues that currently limit high fidelity dismounted simulation (see Pleban et al., 
2000). A collaborative STO effort was established between the Infantry Forces and Simulation 
Systems Research Units of the ARI, the U.S. Army Simulation, Training, and Instrumentation 
ConuiMnd, and the Hianan Research and Engineering and Information Sciences and Technology 
EHrectorates of the U.S. Army Research Laboratory to addre^ these issues. The ARI portion of 
the STO w^ covered under tiie work package Virtual Environment Research for Infantry 
Training and Simulation (VERITAS). Key VERITAS work objectives included the following: 

• Identify potential high payoff tasla for small unit leader virtual environment 
(VE) training 

• Evaluate small unit training vignettes for use in infantry urban operations training 
• Develop training strategies and performance measures 
• Evaluate the training effectiveness of simulation systems 
• Evaluate the use of VE for night opei^ions training 

The research addressing each of these objectives is thoroughly described in Pleban et al. 
(2000), Pleban et al. (2001), and Pleban and Beal (2002). Two k^ findings tiiat emerged firom 
this research were the utility of virtual simulation systems for conducting decision-skills training 
(Pleban et al., 2001) and mission reheareal activities (Pleban et al., 2000). Empirical date in 
support of the mission rehearsal function of virtiml environments were severely limited, 
however. In the Pleban et al. (2000) exfwriment, soldiers rehearsed a building-clearing mission 
in an exact virtual representation of the McKenna urban operatioas training site and subwquently 
executed multiple vereions of this mission at the actual McKenna site. Funding restrictions 
precluded the use of a baseline or control condition that involved rehearsing in a more traditional 
field setting. The feedback provided fi-om the soldiers (though entirely subjective), indicated that 
the virtual environment rehearsals had improved their praformance on many of the same tesks 
executed at the McKenna training site. Soldiers also indicated that these virtiml rehearsals 
minimizsd on-site planning time since they were already familiar with the interior layout of the 
buildings and helped mentally prepare squad members for the upcomii^ mission. The research 
objective during tihe final year of the STO work effort was to conduct a more comprehensive 
evaliMtion of the use of virtiml environmente as a viable dismounted infantry mission rehearsal 
tool. 

Virtual Environments for Mission Rehearsal 

Simulations, paticularly flight simulator systems, have bwn used extensively in aviation 
settings to familiarize and train pilots in the operation of a particular aircraft. However, with the 
advent of powerfiil digital terrain datebase generation capabilities, accurate representotions of 
specific, real-world areas could be created. The pairing of high-end simulation with high fidelity 
terrain databiee generation capability represented an evolutionary change in flight simulation 
technology. Now, crews could not only be tramed on specific aviation task fimctioiB, birt they 



could also rehearse an upcoming mission in a tactical environment similar or identical to the one 
they would encounter in the real world (Nullmeyer & Spiker, 2000). Through the use of 
networked simulators, an entire operational team (ground forces, additional aviation systems, 
command and control group) can interact with each other and rehearse as a coordinated element. 

There are advantages to this type of rehearsal approach. First, the mission plans can be 
validated using live players. Second, tactics can be refined and improved prior to the actual 
mission. Third, unit members, having executed the virtual mission, should be more prepared and 
confident of their abilities. Finally, command and control elements should have a clearer 
understanding of potential battlefield dynamics and risks (Nullmeyer & Spiker, 2000). 

The concept of simulation-based mission rehearsal represents a potentially powerful 
training tool. Due to the recency of this application, there is little direct research documenting 
the effectiveness of virtual environment mission rehearsal in either aviation or dismounted 
infantry settings. 

The available research has shown that virtual environment mission rehearsal has been 
effectively used, for example, to improve pilots' understanding of mission plans [Nullmeyer, 
Bruce, Conquest, & Reed, 1992); enhance subsequent use of available flight time (Lintem, 
Sheppard, Parker, Yates, & Nolan, 1989); improve target detection of objects at greater ranges 
(Krebs, McCarley, & Bryant, 1999) and; enhance route knowledge within buildings (Witmer, 
Bailey, Knerr, & Parsons, 1996). Virtual environments were also found to be as effective as 
more traditional rehearsal strategies, i.e., map-study, with regard to training navigational 
accuracy (Williams, Wickens, & Hutchinson, 1994). 

Strategies for Effective Rehearsal 

Direct evidence that details how to best use these simulation systems to conduct effective 
mission rehearsals is also limited. To maximize the effectiveness of virtual environment systems 
for conducting mission rehearsals, Nulhneyer and Spiker (2000) present a number of learning 
and instructional principles that trainers should consider when developing specific virtual 
environment rehearsal strategies. Some of these principles are discussed in the following 
sections. 

Encoding. For rehearsals to be effective, the individual must internally encode the key 
behaviors or tasks to be trained. Research has shown that visually replaying the task or mentally 
rehearsing the steps involved in doing a task, e.g., karate moves, shooting free throws, rotary 
pursuit tracking, typing, guitar and vocal performance etc. has a positive but (sometimes) modest 
effect on subsequent performance (see Nullmeyer & Spiker, 2000). Driskell, Copper, and Moran 
(1994) conducted a meta analysis of 35 studies on mental practice. They found tfiat mental 
practice is an effective but weaker means for enhancing p«formance than overt, physical 
practice. This type (mental) of practice is particularly effective for enhancing performance on 
cognitive tasks but the positive effects of mental practice declines over time. Finally, 
experienced subjects benefit equally well from mental practice regardless of task type, while 
novices benefit more from mental practice on cognitive tasks. 



Practice. The rehearsal of sp«:ific behavioral or costive responses over time provides 
individiials with an opportunity to hone the skills and behaviors needed m the operational or 
criterion environment. In general, the longer the duration of practice, the better tiie perfonmnce. 
This finding has been documented over such varied tasks as visuo-motor behavior, word 
retention, theater, and chess (see Nullmeyer & Spiker, 2000). Mskell, Willis, and Copper 
(1992) found that overleaming is an effective means of enWcing subsequent perfonnaice, but 
only if the t^k that is overleamed is the task called for in tiie criterion paformance wtting. 
Overleaming also appeare to be an effective training strategy for both physical and cognitive 
tasks. However, its impact is somewhat stronger for cognitive tasks. 

While overleaming is generally associated with enhanced performance, there is the 
possibility tiiat extended practice can lead to a loss of focus or concentration (Driskell et al., 
1994) and stereotypic, rigid responding (see Nullmeyer & Spiker, 2000). This can be 
particularly problematical when conditions in the mission envux)nment are fluid and uncertem. 
This suggests that trainers should have individuals practice the same mission but under varying 
scenarios ttot require them to discem key differences in the sitiMtion(s) and irapbnd accordingly. 
In these mstances, extended practice will help refine core, mission critical skills and also help 
develop mental schema (or blueprints for how to respond) that will allow them to rapidly 
interpret the situation and respond in an appropriate manner (see Klein, 1997). 

The type of pr^tice can also have a major impact on performance, particularly in a 
typical mission rehearsal context where the unit(s) must master multiple te^. In this context, 
distributed practice tends to be superior to massed practice (Schmidt & Bjork, 1992) and self- 
paced practice is more effective tihan fixed-paced (Swe^y & Llanerus, 1997). 

Feedback. Feedback can either be external or internal. Extenwl knowledge of results has 
been shown to improve perfomMnce in virtually every domain studied (Salvendy, 1997). 
Knowledge of results is more effective when it provides some fomi of directional information 
(fast/slow, left/right) than purely ewluative (good/bad) [Annett, 1989]. For individuals, internal 
(i.e., kinesflietic) fe«iback can significantly enhance Ae acquisition of motor skills Iwyond tibat 
offered by external knowledge of results (Swezey & Llaneras, 1997). 

In general, for feedback to be most effective, it must be accurate, timely, credible, and 
constmctive (Campbell, 1988). Feedback that is inconsistent, enroneous, and delayed can 
significantly d«;i«ase response accuracy and increase response tune (Sweasy & Llanei^, 1997). 

As noted by Nulhneyer and Spiker (2000), mission reheareal m military ^plications is an 
observable, group event in which information sharing and joint decision-making are vital. Some 
research has shown tiaat extemal, collective feedback is optimal in siwh situations (Peareon, 
1991), A major advantage of this feedback apfffoach is Ihat it can fecilitate die development of 
shared mental models that allows all individuals to stoe a common internal knowledge base, 
increasing the likelihood that team membere can anticipate problenK and respond in a 
coordinated manner (Orasanu & Sal^, 1993). 

Direct focus of mission rehearsal sessions.  TTie mere presence of an cjqwnsi ve, high 
fidelity simulator, does not mean that these systems will be used effectively. Mission rehearsals 
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should focus on relevant task functions that are critical to mission success and which can be 
rehearsed in a 30 to 60 minute block of time (Nullmeyer & Spiker, 2000). The scenarios should 
include appropriate mission specific information that will enhance the cognitive processing 
capabilities of the participants in such areas as selfi'situation awareness, problem solving, and 
planning (Nullmeyer & Spiker, 2000). 

Structure mission rehearsals to promote decision-making and shared understanding. 
The execution of any tactical mission is a team effort. Accordingly, the mission rehearsal setting 
should mcorporate techniques that enhance group performance. Particular attention should be 
directed to improving decision-making skills since mission outcome is often the ftmction of a 
series of complex decisions. Klein (1993) stresses the importance of situational assessment and 
the experience of the decision-maker in evaluating the shortcomings of a course of action. These 
factors can be systematically addressed in a series of well-crafted scenarios. Pre-executing the 
mission in a resdistic reheareal environment gives the leader and team members an opportunity to 
address relevant decision issues in the context of the specific mission to be accomplished. 
Together, with the appropriate feedback, simulation-based rehearsals should help participants 
establish more accurate expectations concerning the planned course of action, identify key 
decision points, and better prepare them to operate under time limited and stressful conditions. 

Research Questions 

The primary objective of this research was to compare the effectiveness of rehearsing for 
a mission in a virtual environment versus rehearsing m a real-world (RW), i.e., field setting. 
There were two key research questions: 1) Do skills acquired in the virtual environment transfer 
to the real world? and 2) How does real-world performance differ as a function of training 
(rehearsal) site? 

Resource constraints required certain compromises. Frequent deployments and 
increasing commitments made it particularly difficult to find soldiers in sufficient numbers. This 
was compounded by the fact that performance assessment was based on the squad's actions 
which severely reduced the sample size. (Individual performance was assessed in a squad 
context.) The number ofrehearsals were also truncated due to cost limitations. Wherever 
possible, the structure of the rehearsals were crafted to maximize learning and to enhance 
transfer of training effects. More specifically, rehearsal sessions were followed by timely, 
constructive feedback. Rehearsals were generally short (less than 30 minutes) and designed to 
promote leader and squad member decision-making and situational understanding. 

Method 

Overview 

Soldiers received a brief block of instruction on urban operations tactics, techniques and 
procedures. Training was conducted by a retired non-commissioned officer with extensive 
experience in urban operations. Soldiers, acting as a squad element, executed two missions. 
Both missions involved clearing a two-story building. For this experiment, a large section of one 
buildir^ was divided in half. The missions involved clearing each half of the building. The 



floor plans for each section of the building were similar (see Appendix G). A small opposing 
force (OPFOR) element wm positioned in specific rooms withhi the building. 

Soldiers in tiie VE rehearsal group firat rehearsed the missions in a virtual ^presentation 
of the exact building sections they would clear at a real-world field-training site. These 
reheareals were conducted without an OPFOR. The VE reheareal group then reheareed the 
missions in the virtual environment with an OPFOR. More specifically, the VE group reheareed 
(talk-walk and run) without an OPFOR in one building section then rehearsed again with an 
OPFOR in the same section. They then rehearsed (tolk-walk and run) the second mission 
without an OPFOR in a different buildmg section and then rehearsed again with an OPFOR in 
the very same section. The RW rehearsal group rehearsed in an actual two-story building that 
was similar to the one they would have to clem- at the field-training site. Rehearsals for this 
group were conducted without an OPFOR. 

Two retired Army pereonnel served as observer/controUere (0/Cs) and condiwted the 
After Action Reviews (AAR) following each mission. They also provided assessments of the 
squais' performance for each mission. 

The full experimental design is presented in Table 1. The VE rehearsal group received six 
rehearsal trials. Four rehearsals [talk-walk (2) and run (2)] were conducted without OPFOR. 
Two reheareals were performed with an OPFOR. The RW rehearsal group received two 
rehearsal trials without an OPFOR. This disparity in rehearsal opportunities between the two 
groups was the result of several f^tore. Fhrst, fi-om a logistical standpoint, it was not possible to 
rehearae the VE group at the Virtual Simulation Lab and transport eveiyone to fee urbmi 
operations site to conduct the real-world missions in the same day. The set up and preparation 
reqmred for the McKeima phase dictated that Ihe VE traming session be divided over two days. 
While it was possible to limit die VE rehearsals to Ihe same two (talk-walk and run) trials 
TOthout troops tliat the RW rehearsal group received, this option vtm rejected. This approach 
underutilizKS the virtual environment capabilities. Previous experience with the SVS systems 
had indicated that soldiers quickly get bored moving around inside a virtiM building without any 
type of force-on-force engagements with either a live or computer-generated OPFOR. 

Given the increased traming incentive firom using live OPFOR (Pleban et al., 2000), and 
the ease of setting up and runnmg virtual scenarios, it was determined tibat a fairer test of VE 
capabilities would be to allow soldiers to rehearse without soldiers (lalk-walk and run) in virtual 
environment settings identical to diose they would encounter the following day (one talk-walk 
and run reheareal in each setting). In addition, soldiere would also receive one fidl rehearsal with 
a live OPFOR in a virtual environment identical to each setting they would encounter the 
following day (two full rehearsals). ITiis also exploited anotiier ^vantage of vulual rehearsals, 
i.e., the ability to generate a low cost, realistic simulation of the operational ^ttmg that will be 
encountered by the unit. 

As can seen from Table 1, the RW rehearsal group was brought to die Virtual Simulation 
Lab on Day 2 for "supplemental" training. This was done to give this group experience in the 
virtual enviroimient and to allow them to make comparisons between the two rehearsal 
enviroimients. 



Table 1 
Sequence of Events for Virtual-Environment (VE) and Real-World (RW) Rehearsal Conditions 

Event Rehearsal Condition 
Real-World (RW) Virtual Environment (VE) 

Dayl 
Talk-Walk and Run rehearsals 
w/o OPFOR 

Room clearing talk-walk and run 
rehearsals at field-training site. 
Building section similar to building 
sections for RW missions 

Room clearing talk-walk and 
run rehearsals at virtual- 
training site. Building 
sections identical to building 
sections for RW missions 

Dayl 
Mission 1 w/ OPFOR 

Performance assessment at field- 
training site 

Rehearsal at virtual-training 
site 

Dayl 
Mission 2 w/OPFOR 

Performance assessment at field- 
training site 

Rehearsal at virtual-training 
site 

Day 2 
Mission Iw/OPFOR 

Supplemental practice at virtual- 
training site 

Performance assessment at 
field-training site 

Dayl 
Mission 2 w/OPFOR 

Supplemental practice at virtual- 
training site 

Performance assessment at 
field-training site 

Note. Two squads per rehearsal condition. 

Participants 

Participants were 43 soldiers stationed at Fort Benning, Georgia. Soldiers were from 
three groups, Infantry Officer Basic Course (lOBC) smdents, a Military Police (MP) National 
Guard Reserve Unit, and drill sergeants (which also included command and support personnel). 
Demographic and relevant training experience for the three groups are presented in Appendix B. 

The lOBC sample was the youngest (26.9 years) of the three groups followed by the MPs 
(34.5 years) and the drill sergeants (39.3 years). On the average the three groups spent very little 
time each week playing virtual reality games (20-60 minutes per week) and had rarely, if ever, 
trained at the McKenna urban operations training site. Overall, the lOBC sample had a wider 
experience base in terms of courses completed and simulation exposure. 

Soldiers were assigned to four squads for the experiment. Squad members had httle, if 
any, experience working together as a collective element. Rank structure within the squads did 
not represent the structure of a typical infantry squad. The four squads were randomly assigned 
to the two rehearsal conditions. One squad was composed of MPs and drill sergeants, one squad 
consisted entirely of MPs, and two squads were composed of lOBC students. The composite 
MP/drill sergeant squad and one lOBC squad were assigned to the RW rehearsal condition. The 
remaining squads were assigned to the VE rehearsal condition. Each rehearsal condition 
contained one 7 and one 9-man squad. The remaining soldiers served as OPFOR. 



Instruments 

Biogrcphical Questionnaire. The Biographical Information Questionnaire (Appendix A) 
was a multiple-choice/short answer paper-and-pencil imtrament designed to document the prior 
military training and experience of each soldier as well as their ejqperience with computers and 
simulations. 

Real World ami Virtual Environment Post Training Questionnaires. After completing 
the mission reheareal training, soldiere completed one version of this multiple choice/short 
answer questionnaire (Appendix C or D). The questionnaire consisted of six items that required 
participants to rate the effectiveness of the traming received, rate the adequacy of time allocated 
for rehearsing, state what they liked most/least about the reheareal setting, aiMi state how they 
would modify the rehearsals to make them more effective. 

Mission Rehearsal Comparison Questionnaire. After soldiere had the opportunity to 
execute missions in both settings (virtual environment and real world), they complete! the 
Mission Reheareal Comparison Questionnaire (Appendix E). The questionnaire consisted of six 
multiple choice/short answer items on the relative effectiveness of tiie rehearsal settings, the 
advantages and disadvantages to conducting mission reheareals in a virtual enviroimient, and 
how to incorporate virtual environments in unit training. 

Evaluation Checklist. The Evaluation Checklist (Appendix F) was completed after tiie 
execution of each mission by two 0/Cs. The checklist consisted of 17 measures (only 15 
measures were used for assessing performance) of squad and individual performance for clearing 
a building, e.g., number of rooms not properly cleared, failure to provide supporting fires, failure 
to maintain proper dispereion at danger areas, and personnel "flagging" of squad members or 
their weapons in windovro or around comers. The 0/Cs used the checklist to record the number 
of times tiiese events were observed. 

For each mission that involved a force-on-force encounter witii the OFFOR, the O/Cs 
completed a formal evaluation. Each squad received four sets of ratings fi-om each O/C, two 
ratings b^ed on real-world mission performance and two ratings based on mission performance 
in tile virhial environment. Later, the 0/Cs reviewed replays and data files fi-om each mission to 
verify their asMSsments and correct any discrepancies. 

Frequency counts were obtained for each task/me^ure (i.e., the number of instances the 
squad or squai member did not correctly perform a specific task, numl»r of friendly and OPFOR 
casualties, and number of fi-^cides). For all measures except the number of OPFOR casualties, 
higher fiequency counte represented poorer t^tical performance. Inspection of the collective 
tosks mdicrted that tiiey clearly -ran©! in impoitence or criticality (see Ap|»ndix F for fiirlher 
details). As a result, a scoring and weighting scheme was developed by military subject matter 
ejqwrte to reflect these differences and allow all measures to be combined into a single 
performance score. 

Of the tasks that were identified, certain tasks were recogniaed as having a more 
significant effect in determining tfie final outcome of a mission and in ^sessing overall unit 



performance. Therefore, these tasks were assigned a heavier weight than other tasks. 
Ultimately, three weight categories were developed. 

A weight factor of three (3) was assigned to three measures deemed critical for 
determining the squad's performance at end state. These were: the squad's manpower strength at 
end of the mission, the OPFOR threat to the clearing operation - all OPFOR had to be eliminated 
in order for the squad to successfully complete the mission and, the number of fratricides. 

A weight factor of two (2) was given to tasks that, if not correctly performed, could result 
in casualties and/or compromise mission success. Assessment areas included: the number of 
rooms not properly cleared; dispersion at danger areas; soldier placement, to include individual 
location in relation to the rest of his unit, and his ability to provide supporting fires from that 
location; and the soldier's understanding of his leader's directions and intent. 

A weight factor of one (1) was assigned to tasks that dealt more with correct individual 
performance rather than situations entailing the possibility of producing casualties. These areas 
included successful urban operation techniques, safety actions, and command and control issues, 
e.g.. Did the soldier needlessly expose himself to possible sniper fire? Were weapon muzzles 
pointed away from friendly soldiers? Was a succession of command established and how well 
did the squad react when a leader became a casualty? For descriptive purposes, tasks or 
measures receiving weights of 3,2, or 1 were classified as Level III, II, and I tasks, respectively. 

For each task, frequency bands were calculated. Depending on the raw frequency count, 
a specific score was assigned to the task based on the band that the frequency tally fell in. For 
example, if 10 counts of persormel flagging were observed, the squad would receive a score of 3. 
This task would then be multiplied by its weight, 1. The final transformed score for this task 
would be 3. Each task was scored in a similar fashion. These individual weighted scores were 
then summed to provide a total score. The maximum total weighted score that could be obtained 
was 135. Table 2 lists each of the collective tasks and behaviors, their corresponding weights 
and frequency band scores. 
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Table 2 
Importance Ratings and Associated Frequency Band Scores by Task (from Evaluation Checklist) 

Task/Behavior Weight Frequent Band and 
Associated Score 

1.   Number of BLUFOR casualties 3 0 = 5 pte         3 = 1 pt 
l=4pte         >4 = 0pte 
2 = 2pte 

2.  Number of OPFOR casualties 3 3 = 5 pte 
:^ = Opte 

3.   Number of BLUFOR fratricides 3 0 = 5pte 
>l=Opte 

4.  Number ofrooms not properly cleared 2 0 = 5pte 
>l=Opts 

5.   Soldiers did not maintain relative position with each 
other providing protective cover 

2 0 = 5 pte 
>l=Opte 

6.   Soldiers did not maintain dispereion at danger areas 
(areas with more than one angle of attack) 

2 0 = 5 pte 
>1 = 0 pte 

7.   Soldiei^ were not placed to provide supporting fires 
for other soldier conducting movement 

2 0 = 5 pte 
>1 = 0 pte 

8.   Soldieis did not accurately report OPFOR location 2 0 = 5pte 
>1 = 0 pte 

9.   Team member did not underetand his respective 
sector of fire and provide adequate support 

2 0—5 pte 
1=3 pts 
>2 = 0 pts 

10. Personnel "flagging" (exposed in windows or head 
exposed around comer) for > 5 seconds 

<4 = 5pts     11-13 = 2 pts 
5-7 = 4 pte    14-15 = lpt 
8-10 = 3 pte   >16 = 0pte 

11. Soldiers "flagged" (extended M16 barrel beyond 
cover) at comers 

<4 = 5pts     11-13 =2pte 
5-7 = 4 pte    14-15= I pt 
8-10 = 3 pts   >16 = 0pte 

12. Weapons not held correctly (entering a room 
muzzles pointed at friendly forces) 

0 = 5 pts        3 = 2pte 
l=4pte        4=lpt 
2 = 3pte        >5 = 0pte 

13. Once room w^ cleared, team did not yell, "Clear" 
to inform the support element 

0 = 5pte        3=2pts 
1 = 4 pte        4 = 1 pt 
2 = 3pte        >5 = 0irts 

14. Unit toctics were not doctrinally sound 0 = 5pte 
l=3pte 
>2 = 0 pte 

15. Succession of command not established 0 = 5 pte 
1=3 pte 
>2 = 0 pts 

Note. 3 = high priority task; 2 = moderate priority task; 1 = low priority task 
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Mission Scenarios 

All scenarios were set in a small European town. The town was, in fact, the McKenna 
urban operations training site, A virtual representation of the town was created for mission 
rehearsal and execution at the Virtual Simulation Lab, Military subject matter experts developed 
two scenarios that required clearing different sections of a two-story building complex 
(Appendixes G and H). Scenarios assessed squad tactical proficiency across a predetermined set 
of doctrinally approved tasks. The scenarios were also scripted to last approximately 30 minutes 
for scheduling purposes and to maintain group focus. The OPFOR consisted of three soldiers 
from the participating unit. Live OPFOR elements were used in both training settings. 

Equipment 

Virtual-Training Site 

Soldier Visualization Station (SVSl. Nine full-immersion SVS systems (helmet mounted 
display [HMD], weapon, screen) were employed along with four joystick controlled, desktop 
systems. The full-immersion systems were housed in their own enclosures but linked with each 
other and the desktops. Technical specifications of the two different versions are shown in Table 
3. Squad members could communicate with each other and the squad leader. The squad leader 
could communicate with the platoon leader, role played by one of the 0/Cs. Communication 
procedures were similar, but not identical to what soldiers would be accustomed to in a real- 
world environment. 

Each squad member operated an SVS, while the platoon leader operated a desktop 
system. The squad members were located in one building while the platoon leader and 
battlemaster (simulation system/scenario coordinator) were adjacent to each other in another 
room, away fi-om the SVS systems. The OPFOR element operated the remaining desktops from 
another building. 
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Table 3 
Technical Specifications of the hnmersive SVS and Desktop SVS Simulation Systems 

System Hardware 
(Immersive and 

Desktop) 

• Pentium III-450 MHz microprocessor 
• 128MbRAM 
• Obsidian 200 - 8440 3D Graphics Card 
• SoundBlMter AWE 64 Gold Audio Card 
• Removable 4.55 OB SCSI Hard Drive 

Movement Control • Weapon-mounted thumb switch 
• Desktop SVS - Microsoft joystick control 

Motion Captiii^ 
Weapon Tracking 

• InterSense Mark2 X-Bar Tracking System 
• Weapon tracking accurate to within Vz of 1 ° 

Visual Display 
• 90° X 60° FOV at center of enclosure (varies with position change) 
• Rear screen projection resolution 1024 x 768 
• Desktop SVS resolution 800 x 600 

Enclosures •   Aluminum frame over black sound-damj^aiing fabric. (10 ft. x 10 ft. 
X 12 ft.) 

Software •    Advanced Interactive Systems 

After Action Review (AAR) System. A prototype AAR system, located in tiie OPFOR 
building, was employed that included two 53-inch screem and two personal computers. The 
system, which w^ linked to both the immersive SVS and desktop systems, was able to mark and 
store key events during the mission, e.g., fratricides, c^uaWes, rounds fired, for subsequent 
analysis. Marking could be performed automatically or manually by the O/C. These data could 
not be summarized and displayed on the monitors at this time. However, casmlly rates were 
available for discussion purposes during the AAR. Missions could be mpl&yed jfem several 
vantage points. The top-down mode provided a view of tihe database looking stoight down from 
above. Otiber viewmg modes used included a two dimensional view (top-down) without depth 
perspective, an entity view (displays what a elected entity sees), and a fly mode iwed by the O/C 
to "fly" ftffough the data base using the mouse for control. The O/C selected parts of the mission 
to replay during the AAR. The O/C also controlled tibe visual replay of the mission. Replay 
controls included such actions as pause, stop, record, play, fest forward, fest reverse and rewind. 
Synchronized audio replay capability was not available for this experiment. 

Field-Training Site 

Building Instrumentation. The building complex where the missions were executed was 
fiilly instnimented. Rooms, stairwells and Mlways were monitored with multiple cameras set in 
fixed locations. Video and audio streams were fed back to the control center that allowed the 
O/C to track the mission from a distance. 

AAR System. AARs were conducted at the control center building. Here, the mission 
vras replayed on multiple large screen monitors. Top-down, two-dimensional animated replays 
were shown along with ground level video of tiie squad moving from room to room. The video 
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replay was complemented with synchronized audio playback of verbal comments from the 
soldiers during the mission. Specific data concerning tiie number of casualties and rounds jRred 
were captured but were not able to be summarized and displayed on the video screens. Casualty 
counts were, however, available for discussion purposes during the AAR. McKenna support 
personnel controlled the presentation of the audio and video feeds during the AAR. This allowed 
the 0/C to easily structure the focus of the AAR, e.g., what part of the mission to replay, viewing 
angle. 

Simunitions and weapon instrumentation. Soldiers were issued Simimitions, rubber 
bullets that contain red (OPFOR) or blue (BLUFOR) colored detergent, to help determine if a 
casualty was the result of enemy or friendly fire. In addition, a laser system was used to 
specifically determine who inflicted a particular casualty. This system consisted of a laser 
device mounted on the weapon and a set of sensors that were attached to the soldier's upper 
body. 

Procedure 

Real-World Rehearsal Condition 

Preparation. Soldiers in the real-world rehearsal condition reported to the McKenna 
field-training site on Day 1 of the two-day experiment. They were briefed on the objectives of 
the experiment, and were given the chance to ask any questions concerning their roles in the 
experiment. They then completed the Biographical Information Questionnaire. 

After completing the questionnaire, soldiers were divided into squad and OPFOR 
elements. Squad and OPFOR members were briefed on the use of Simunitions and the laser 
monitoring system. All soldiers then zeroed there weapons using the Simunitions. This took 
approximately 30 to 45 minutes. Soldiers were issued two 20-roimd magazines (per mission). 
Squads were issued 3 smoke grenades per squad per mission), and 6 flashbang grenades per 
squad per mission not including rehearsals). 

Next, the squad members received approximately one hour of training, provided by an 
0/C, that included tactics, techniques, and procedures selected from FM 90-10-1 (Department of 
the Army, An Infantryman's Guide to Combat in Built-Up Areas - Chapter 5 and Appendix K, 
1999). Training was designed to fit individual squad training needs, e. g., instruction on the 
fundamentals of urban operations or refi^sher training. The second 0/C provided some very 
basic instruction to the OPFOR members on proper defensive procedures from inside a building 
(rooms). 

The OPFOR received the same guidance from the 0/C for all scenarios, virtual and real 
world. Due to manpower limitations and the need to maintain force ratios of approximately 3:1 
(three squad members for every OPFOR soldier), the stairwell was "given" to the squad. That is, 
the squad was given unhinderai access ofif the stairwells. Moreover, tiie OPFOR was instructed 
not to fire on the exercise squad until the third man had deployed on that particular floor of the 
building. This restriction was established to enhance the squad's survivability at an obvious kill 
zone. 
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Imtruction for the two groups -was provided at separate locations on the McKenna field- 
training site. Once the instruction was completed the squad members received their operation 
order. OPFOR members were briefed on their mission objectives in a separate location. Each 
group was briefed by one of the 0/Cs. Each O/C w^ assigned primary responsibility to either 
the squad or the OPFOR. 

Real-world rehearsal at field-training site. Both the sqimd and OPFOR were given 
approximately 30 minutes to plan for the u|K^oming mission. Once the planning phase vras 
completed, the squad accompanied the O/C to a building site tiiat was similar to tiie building they 
would clear during the actual missions. The O/C and the squad then proceeded to "talk and 
walk" the mission. The O/C accompanied tiiem to the entrance of the building and discussed 
how they would enter and position tiiemselves as they entered, and the procedures they would 
use to systematically clear designated rooms or areas in the buildmg, Tlie entire squad 
accompanied by the O/C flien entered the building. The O/C walked throi^ each of the rooms, 
hallways, and the stairwell with the soldiers and proceeded t» |Hjint out danger ai^ and 
discussed the appropriate tactical response for each of these situations. 

The "talk/vralk" plmse comtituted the first rehearsal session and lasted approximately 30 
minutes. This was followed by a 30-minute break. The second rehearsal session was the "run" 
phase. Here, the squad executed the mission at close to fiill speed, but wfliout an OPFOR. ITiis 
was followed by on-the-spot corrective feedback from the O/C. The time allotted for this ph^e 
was 30 minutes. At the same time the OPFOR w^ preparing for the mission with the second 
O/C. 

Performance assessment at field-training site. Following the "run" reheareal, the squad 
then executed the mission against the OPFOR. The first O/C stayed with the squad at the 
building site and monitored the mission as it unfolded in the building. The second O/C, who was 
assigned to the OPFOR, observed the mission from the control center building and served as the 
platoon leader. After the mission (RW missions rang«i from approximately 8 to 20 minutes m 
duration), lx>th squad and OPFOR mambers participate in an AAR at the control center 
buildmg. Prior to the stMtofthe AAR, flieO/Cs both completed the Evaluation Checklist. This 
checklist was iised as a general guide for identifying areas of discussion during the AAR. 
During the AAR, tiie first O/C reviewed the mission, highlighted key segments of the mission 
and identified appropriate and inappropriate tactical options. In aidition, the O/C encouraged 
squad and OPFOR membere to elaborate on key events and discuss qjecific lessons learned. 

After the AAR, tiie sqiwd received their next operation order. The OPFOR, as before, 
was briefed on the mission at a separate location. The mission required the squad to clear a 
second section in the same large building complex used for the first mission. The major 
difference was that the interior floor plan of the second section differed from the firet floor plan 
and presented a slightly different set of challenges to Ae squM. 

No further rehearsals were allowed. Squaui and OPFOR elements were allowed 30 
minutes for plannmg which vtm followed by the actoal execution of the mission. After the 
mission, the same procedure vras followed as described earlier. After the AAR, all soldiers 
completed the Post Training Questioniwire. 
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Supplemental practice at virtual-training site. On Day 2, soldiers reported to the Virtual 
Simulation Lab. The purpose for having soldiers in the real-world rehearsal condition come to 
the lab was to allow them to execute the same missions that they performed in a real-world 
setting (on Day 1) in a virtual environment. This would provide tihem an opportunity to compare 
the strengths and weaknesses of each environment for conducting mission rehearsals. 

Soldiers first received approximately 90 minutes of familiarization training on the SVS 
systems. They used this time to practice moving inside and outside of buildings using the 
weapon mounted thumb switch, weapon firing, and generally familiarizing themselves with the 
various computer generated entities including friendly and enemy soldiers, vehicles, aircraft, and 
fumiture. In addition, the soldiers conducted a practice scenario that emphasized moving as a 
group in and around a building similar to the one they rehearsed in the day before. Prior 
experience had shown that soldiers needed additional time to adapt to the constraints of the SVS 
system such as moving tactically, in close contact with others, inside rooms and around comers, 
stickmg in walls, and learning how to back out of walls. The OPFOR was also given time to 
become familiarized with the desktop system. This system was easier to use and did not take 
nearly as long for soldiers to master. 

Following the familiarization training, the squad received their operation order for the 
first mission. The OPFOR was briefed separately. Both groups were given 30 minutes for 
planning. No additional rehearsals were dlowed. The squad then executed the mission (VE 
missions ranged fi-om approximately 10 to 21 minutes). The building section for Mission 1, as 
well for Mission 2, were virtual representations of the same building sections that the squad had 
cleared during Day 1 at the McKenna field-training site. Both 0/Cs observed the mission on 
desktop systems in the same room occupied by the battlemaster. This was followed by an AAR. 
During the transition period prior to the AAR, the 0/Cs each completed the Evaluation 
Checklist. 

After the AAR, the squad received their next operation order and the same procedure was 
followed as described earlier. After the second AAR, soldiers then completed the Mission 
Rehearsal Comparison Questionnaire. 

Virtual Environment Rehearsal Condition 

Preparation.   Soldiers in the virtual environment rehearsal condition arrived at the 
Virtual Simulation Lab on Day 1. They were briefed on the objectives of the experiment and 
also given the opportunity to ask any questions concerning theu" roles in the experiment. All 
soldiers then completed the Biographical Information Questionnaire. Soldiers were then 
assigned to either the squad or OPFOR element. Both groiq)S received the same SVS system 
familiarization training as did the real-world rehearsal condition soldiers on Day 2. 

Following the familiarization training, squad members received approximately one hour 
of training on urban operation tactics, techniques, and procedures fi-om one of the 0/Cs. The 
second 0/C provided some very basic instruction to the OPFOR members on proper defensive 
procedures from inside a buildhig (rooms). Instruction for the two groups was provided at 
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separate locations at the Virtual Simulation Lab. Squad membere then conducted a practice 
scenario (15 minutes) in the simulators to fine-tune their collective movement skills. 
This practice scenario w^ conducted m a virtual building similar to the one tiiey would rehearse 
in later. 

Virtual-emironment rehearsal at virtual-training site. The squad then received their 
operation order and given approximately 30 mmutes for planning. The OPFOR was briefed 
separately. Squad membere then rehearsed the mission twice in the simulators without an 
OPFOR (talk-walk and run) witii both 0/Cs observing fi»m desktop monitors in the battlemaster 
room. This took approximately 45 minutes (30 minutes for the talk-walk, and 15 minutes for the 
run reheareals). These rehearsals were conducted in a virtual representation of the same section 
of building that they would clear the next day at McKenna. Corrective feedback was provided 
by the 0/Cs following each rehearsal. Unlike the talk-walk and run reheareals conducted in the 
real world, the 0/C could not walk with the soldiers in the various rooms, hallways, or stairwell 
to physically point out danger areas, and demonstrate correct t^tical movements. Ihe O/C 
could, however, talk, demomtrate, etc. once all soldiers came out of their SVS systems, but this 
was conducted in an open area without direct physical access to tiie bmlding. 

Once this reheareal phase was completed, the squad then executed the same mission 
against the OPFOR element.  After the mission, the 0/Cs completed the Evaluation Checklist 
and then conducted the AAR. The same procedure was repertai a second time. For Mission 2, 
tiie rehearsal was conducted first without (talk-walk and run) and then with OPFOR in a virtual 
representation of the same building section (different from the section used in Mission 1) they 
would clear die following day. 

Following the mission, the O/Cs completed the Evaluation Checklist and conducted the 
AAR. The soldiers then completed the Post Training Questionnaire. This completed the firet 
day of testing. 

Performmtce assessment at field-training site. On Day 2, soldiers reported to the 
McKenna urban operatioas site. Preparation was tiie same as for the RW reheaisal group. 
Soldiere were instructed in the use of Simunitions and the laser weapon monitoring system. 
After 2Kroing their weapons, soldiers received dieir first operation oider. The OPFOR was 
briefed ^par^ely. As before, the squad and OPFOR were given 30 minutes for planning. The 
squ^ then executed the mission, with tiie two 0/Cs monitoring the events at the mission site Mid 
the control center. After the mission, the soldiers proceeded to the control center for the AAR 
while the 0/Cs completed the Evaluation Checklist. 

The procedure was repeated one more time storting wifli receipt of the wcond operation 
order. After the final AAR vras conducted, soldiers then completed the Mission Rehearsal 
Comparison Questionnaire. 
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Results 

Since the focus was on squad performance, sample size was reduced to 4 (two squads per 
rehearsal condition). As a result, only descriptive statistics (i.e., means, standard deviations, 
frequencies) are presented since standard inferential statistics would not be appropriate with such 
a small sample. For clarity purposes, the performance data is presented by setting (field-training 
site versus virtual-training site). 

Field-Training Site Performance 

Figures 1 and 2 depict the transformed field-training site performance scores for each 
rehearsal group. Figure 1 shows that overall performance improved from Mission 1 to Mission 2 
for the VE rehearsal group, increasing from 84 to 92. 
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Figure 1. Mean performance scores by task level for VE rehearsal 
squads at the field-training site. 

In contrast, the RW rehearsal group's performance showed little change over missions, 90.5 to 
91 for Missions 1 and 2 respectively (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Mean performance scores by task level for RW reheaisal 
squads at Ihe field-trauiing site 

Comparing both groups' performance on their last mission showed no differences (VE rehearsal 
group = 92 versm RW rehearsal group = 91). 

The VE rehearsal group's performance on Level III tasks was better than that of the RW 
rehearsal group, particularly during Mission 2. The RW rehearsal group performed noticeably 
better on the Level II taste. For Level I t^ks, the VE rehearsal group's performance w^ 
slightly better than that of the RW reheareal group. 

In terms of withui poup change over missions, the VE rehearsal group showed 
improvement ^ross all t^k levels. However the changes observed for Level III and Level I 
t^ks were very slight. For the RW rehearsal group, improvement was most apparent for Level 11 
tMks. Performance showed only slight improvement for Level I tasks. Performance decre^ed 
over missions for Level III tasks. 

To determine which tosks were most impacted by the rehearsal manipulation, individual 
tasks within each task level were analyzed. The results are disclosed in the following sections, 

Groitp performance on individual level III tasks. Individual t^k analysis focused on the 
raw data frequency counte. Figure 3 shows the mean number of friendly squad casualties 
suffered by each group by mission. Squad casualty rates were generally high (50 percent or 
more). Mean casualty rates dropped slightly for the VE rehearsal group across missions (6 to 
4.5) and incre^ed slightly for the RW reheareal group for the same missiom (5 to 6.0). 

Fratricide incidents were seldom, if ever, observed during the execution of the missions. 
Only one fratricide was observed for the RW rehearsal poup. This occurred during the second 
mission from weapons jBre (Ml 6). 
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With regard to OPFOR casualties, casualty rates were essentially the same for each 
group. There was no change in the number of OPFOR casualties inflicted from mission 1 to 
Mission 2 (see Appendix I, Table I-l for individual incident rates and point totals for all Level III 
tasks). 
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Figure 3. Mean number of friendly squad casualties by rehearsal group 
at the field-training site. 

Group performance on individual level II tasks.  Figure 4 shows the frequency of Level 
II task incidents observed over the two missions. As can be seen from Figure 4, more Level II 
incidents were observed, overall, for the VE rehearsal group (17) than the RW rehearsal group 
(11) over missions. Incidents for this group increased from Mission 1 to Mission 2. In contrast, 
Level II incidents decreased by approximately 50 percent across missions for the RW rehearsal 
group. 

Further analysis showed that three tasks accounted for most of the incidents that were 
observed (task 4 - rooms not properly cleared); task 7 -failure to place soldiers to provide 
supporting fires; and task 8 -failure to accurately report OPFOR location). The rehearsal 
groups did not differ in the total number of room clearing incidents observed. Interestingly, all 
incidents of improper room clearing were committed on the first mission for the RW rehearsal 
group. In contrast, the incident rate stayed about the same for the VE rehearsal group from 
Mission 1 to Mission 2. 

For task 7, failure to provide supporting fires, all incidents observed (4) were committed 
by the VE rehearsal group. Performance for this group degraded from Mission 1 to Mission 2. 
For task 8, sUghtly more incidents of not reporting the OPFOR location were noted for the VE 
rehearsal group (4 versus 2 for the RW rehearsal group). Performance for both groups degraded 
slightly over missions. The overall incident rate, however, for both tasks 7 and 8 was low (see 
Appendix I, Table 1-2 for individual incident rates and point totals for all Level II tasks). 
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Figure 4. Total number of level II tesk tactical incidents by rehearsal group 
at the field-training site. 

Group performance on individual level I tasks. Figure 5 shows the frequency of Level I 
t^k incidents by rehearsal group across missions. More Level I incidents were observed for the 
RW reheareal group than the VE rehearsal group. Performance improved fi'om ike first to the 
second mission for both groups. The majority of incidente observed centered around three tasks. 
Task 10 -personnel "flagging" (body exposed in windows or head exposed around corners) had 
the most incidents. A total of 35 flagging incidents were observed. The RW reheareal poup 
flagged 21 times during the missions compared to 14 for the VE rehearsal group. Flagging 
incidents decre^ed over missions for both groups. 

For the remaining two tasks, task 11, weapon "flagging" (extending M16 barrel beyond 
cover) and task 15, succession of command not established, the number of incidente observed 
was 11 and 12 respectively. For weapon flagging, there w^ no difference between the two 
groups, in terms of total incidents observed.   With regard to not establishing succession of 
command, the RW rehearsal was cited more often (9 incidente) than the VE rehearsal group (3 
incidents). For botii groups, performance changes from Mission 1 to Mission 2 were negligible 
for these two tasks (see Appendix I, Table 1-3 for mdividual incident rates and point totds for all 
Level I taste). 
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Figures. Total number oflevel I task tactical incidents by rehearsal 
group at the field-training site. 

Virtual-Training Site Performance 

The weighted group performance scores for the two virtual envirorunent missions were 
also computed to address performance differences between rehearsal environments and to assess 
possible simulation system shortcomings (see Figures 6 and 7). Figure 6 shows that overall 
performance improved from Mission 1 to Mission 2 for the VE rehearsal group, increasing fi-om 
70.5 to 82. In contrast, the RW rehearsal group's performance showed relatively little change 
over missions, 87.5 to 91.5 for Missions 1 and 2 respectively (see Figure 7). Overall, the RW 
rehearsal group's performance at the virtual-training site was better than that of the VE rehearsal 
group for each mission. 

Further inspection of Figures 6 and 7 shows that the RW rehearsal group's performance 
was better on Level HI as well as Level 11 tasks. VE rehearsal group scores for Level I tasks 
during Mission 2 were better than those obtained for the RW rehearsal group. 

The VE rehearsal group showed improvement over missions for both Level II and Level I 
tasks. Improvement on Level II tasks was most apparent. Level III task performance was 
relatively poor and decreased slightly over missions. For the RW rehearsal group, performance 
improved for Level II tasks but remamed essentially unchanged for both Level III and Level I 
tasks. 
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Figure 6. Mean performance scores by task level for VE rehearsal 
squads at the virtual-training site. 
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Figure 7. Mean performance scores by t^k level for RW reheareal 
squois at the virtual-training site. 

To determine which t^ks were most impacted by the reheasal manipulation, individual 
tasks within each task level were analyzed. The results are discussed in the following Mictions. 

Group performance on individual level III tasks. Individual t^k analysis once again 
focused on the raw data frequency counts. Figure 8 shows the mean number of friendly squad 
casualties suffered by each group by mission. Virtual-training site c^ualty rates remained high 
(50 percent or higher) across missions for both groups [see Figure 8], Overall, the casualty rates 
differed slightly as a function of rehearsal condition (RW rehearsal group = 5.0 and VE rehearsal 
group = 5.7) 
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Figure 8. Mean number of friendly squad casualties by rehearsal 
' group at the virtual-training site. 

All but one of the 16 (94 percent) observed fratricides occurred in the virtual 
environment. As can be seen from Figure 9, the fratricide rate increased across missions 
performed in the virtual environment by the VE rehearsal group. The increased rate of 
fratricides can most likely be attributed to the emphasis placed on the use of grenades for 
Mission 2 for one of the squads and inadequate training in the use of the grenade system. 
(Twelve of the 15 fratricides observed in the virtual environment were the result of grenades. 
All VE rehearsal group fratricides were from grenades.) 
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Figure 9. Total number of fratricides by rehearsal group at the virtual- 
training site. 
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The physical act of throwing a grenade in a virtual environment w^ very different 
(awkward and unrealistic) from throwing a grenade in the real world. Overall, it was clear that 
more practice should have been allocated for soldiers to familiarire themselves with how to 
effectively "throw" grenades in the virtual environment (see Appendix I, Table 1-4 for individual 
incident rates and point totals for all Level III tasks). 

As was the c^e at the field-training site, OPFOR casualty rates were essentially tiie same 
for e^h group. There was no change in the number of OPFOR casualties inflicted from Mission 
1 to Mission 2. 

Group performance on individual level II tasks. Approximately 4 times as many Level II 
task tactical incidents were observed for the VE rehearsal group compared to the RW rehearsal 
group. Incidents decreased over missions for the VE rehearsal group but renwined stable and 
low for the RW rehearsal group (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Total number of level II task tactical incidents by rehearsal 
group at the virtual-training site. 

Further analysis also showed that three tasks accounted for the majority of errore that 
were observed, task 4 (rooms not properly cleared)^ t^k 5 (failure to maintain proper position 
for providing protective cover); and tosk 7 (failure to place soldiers to provide supporting fires 
for other soldiers conducting movement). 

For ^k 4, all room clearing incidente that were observed (7) came from the VE rehearaal 
group. For task 5, all but one incident of soldiere failing to maintain relative proper position vdth 
each other to provide protective cover was observed for the VE rehearsal group (6 versus 1). A 
similar, but slight trend was observed for tMk 7. All incidente (3) of improperly placing soldiers 
to provide supporting fires for soldiers condiwrting movement came from tiie VE rehearsal group 
(see Appendix I, Table 1-5 for individiwl incident rates and point totals for all Level 11 t^ks). 
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Group performance on individual level I tasks. Analysis of the incident rates for the 
virtual environment missions showed that more Level I task incidents were observed for the RW 
rehearsal group than for the VE rehearsal group. The performance of the VE rehearsal group 
showed some improvement over time. However, the RW rehearsal group's performance got 
worse over the two missions (see Figure 11). 
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Figure 11. Total munber of level I task tactical incidents by rehearsal 
group at the virtual-training site. 

Further analysis showed that Task 10, personnel "flagging" (body exposed in windows 
or head exposed around corners) accounted for the majority of Level I task incidents that were 
observed. Overall, 142 flagging incidents were noted (60 incidents for the VE rehearsal group 
and 82 incidents for the RW rehearsal group). Incident rate across all tasks were more frequent 
in the RW rehearsal condition (94) than in the VE rehearsal condition (73). 

Two tasks, task 11, weapon "flagging" (extending M16 barrel beyond cover) and task 15 
(succession of command not established) had the next most frequently observed incident rates (9 
and 8 incidents respectively). For weapon flagging, the incident rate was roughly the same for 
each rehearsal group (5 for the VE rehearsal group and 4 for the RW rehearsal group). For both 
groups, all incidents were observed during Mission 1. For task 15, the overall incident rate for 
failing to establish succession of command was identical for both rehearsal conditions (4), 
However, all VE rehearsal group incidents occurred during mission 1 (see Appendix I, Table 1-6 
for individual incident rates and point totals for all Level I tasks). 

Comparison of Field Versus Virtual-Training Site Performance 

Breaking down performance by task level and trainmg site did reveal some interesting 
pattems. For Level III task performance, friendly casualties were high (50 percent or higher) for 
both groups across both settings. Differences in the total number of OPFOR casualties inflicted 
across rehearsal condition and setting were negligible. Of the sixteen missions that were 
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conducted (4 squads X 2 virtual-training site missions X 2 field-training site missions), tlie 
squads suffered one hundred percent casualties on seven of the missions. 

The one Level III t^k performance measure tiiat showed any significant variability w^ 
fratricides. Fratricides decreased noticeably for the VE rehearsal poup as Ihey moved from the 
virtiwl-training site (9) to the field-training site (0). As mentioned earlier, this improvement was 
due primarily to SVS system constrainte. When the RW rehearaal group moved from the field- 
training site to the virtual-training site, fimtricides increased noticeably (1 fratricide versus 6 
fratricides for field and virtual-training sites, respectively). [See Appendix I, Tables I-l and 1-4). 
The rather lai^e point discrq>ancy (9.5 points) tetween the two reheareal grouiB for mission 2 
observed at the field-training site, can be attrilsuted primarily to Ihe one fratricide committed by 
the real-world rehearsal group. 

For Level II tasks, analysis of the total number of incidents at both the field and virtual- 
training sites revealed that over twice as many incidents were recorded for the VE rehearsal 
group (35) than for the RW rehearsal group (16). T^ks 4,5,7 and 8 accounted for most of Ae 
incidents that were observed.  Interestingly, Figures 1 and 2 show that Level 11 performance 
improved for both groups at the field-training site, but the incident rates did not support fliis 
pattem for the VE rehearsal group. In this instance, incident rates increased over missions for 
the VE reheaisal group but decreased for the RW rehearsal group (see Figure 4). TMs is most 
likely a scoring artifact. For 5 of the six Level II t^ks, the occurrence of one incident results in 
the squad receiving a score otwsto. Additional incidente, therefore, will not be reflected in the 
weighted score. So, it is possible for a squad to have an increasing incident rate over missions, 
yet their weighted scores continue to show improvement. This could happen, for example, if the 
incidents are concentrated in a few tasks. This would also explain why large differences in 
incident fi«quencies between groups do not necessarily correspond to large differences in 
freighted scores. 

Level I tasks clearly had the most recorded incidents. For the six Level I tosks, 236 
negative incidents were observed across both environments. Task 10, personnel "flagging" 
(body exposed in windows or head exposed around comers) accounted for 75 percent (177 
incidents) of tihe totel incidents observed. The majority of flagging incidents occurred at the 
virtaal-training site (142 or 80 percent). 

Soldier Assessment of Rehearsal Training 

After the rehearsal traming, soldiers completed either tiie Real World or Virtual 
Environment Post Training Questionnaire. Open-ended questions were content analy^ and 
summari^d in Tables 4-6. The most common responses are listed firet. 

Wtua soldiers liked most about rehearsing in a real-world or virtual-environment setting. 
Table 4 lists tiie most positive ^pecte noted for rehearsing in emh setting. The majority of 
soldiers in the RW rehearaal condition felt that tiiese reheai^s were comparable to jwifomung a 
similar mission m the real world, and provided them witii a better underetanding of die essential 
tasks and skills diat were required to complete die mission. 
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Soldiers remarked that the real-world training environment was "hands-on" and allowed 
them to experience the environment as they would during a real-world mission. The most 
frequently cited characteristics that contributed to this "hands-on" training environment included 
the ability to climb stairs, lean against walls, throw grenades, use hand signals, peek around 
comers, use peripheral vision, and move obstacles. All of these tasks or behaviors were viewed 
as essential components that must be addressed in training soldiers how to effectively clear 
buildings. Other characteristics that soldiers mentioned that increased the realism of this type of 
rehearsal training included climate and battle gear requirements. 

Additional comments indicated that the soldiers clearly enjoyed using simunitions during 
the execution of the missions. Soldiers feh that these paint filled bidlets created the perception 
of live fire battle, and motivated them to take cover and to move more tactically. Soldiers added 
that getting shot by a simunition round provided them with instant feedback that they had made a 
mistake. One soldier commented that training in the real worid with simunitions helped in 
".. .eliminating anxiety about what would happen when rounds fly." Soldiers also noted that the 
training allowed them to identify team weaknesses and taught Aem to respond more quickly and 
efficiently. 

Table4 
What Soldiers Liked Most About Rehearsing in Real-World and Virtual-Environment Settings 

Real Worid • Provided a realistic training setting 
• Improved understanding of the mission and related tasks 
• Enhanced the learning process 
• Addressed team weaknesses quickly 
• Provided effective urban operations training 
• Made mistakes more visible 

Virtual Environment • Provided a comfortable environment 
• Was similar to real-world training 
• Improved preparation for urban operations 
• Provided a safe training environment 
• Aided mission planning 
• Introduced mission related tactics effectively 
• Increased squad integrity or completeness 
• Provided entertaining, attention grabbing training 

The general theme concerning virtual mission rehearsal training u^s that this 
environment provided soldiers with a comfortable training setting. The training was not 
physically taxing, they were not required to wear full battle gear, and the climate was ideal (cool 
with low humidity). Soldiers indicated that the absence of these physical distractions allowed 
them to be able to conduct more rehearsals and train for longer periods of time. 

A second common theme was safety. Soldiers believed that they were safe fi-om injury 
while training in the virtual environment. 
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What soldiers lik^d least about rehearsing in a real-world or virtual-environment setting. 
Aspects of rehearsing in a real-world or virtual-environment setting that soldiers liked the le^t 
are summarized in Table 5. For soldiers in the RW reheareal condition, the primaiy training 
comments focused on the slow pace of training and limited rehearsal opportunities (two), A few 
soldiers mentioned that they would have liked more tosic urban operation skill training (to 
include clearing buildings) at the unit level, prior to rehearsing at the McKenna site. 

The remaining comments focused on the weather conditioM at the McKenna site. 
Soldiere disliked the heat that they were exposed to during the training. This research was 
conducted in mid July where temperatures hovered in the mid 90s with very high humidity. The 
discomfort was magnified by the additional protective gear (body veste, face shields) the soldiers 
wore to protect them ftom the simunition rounds. The extreme heat vms one reason for the slow 
training tempo. The impact that climatic conditions may have h^ on training was not discmsed. 

Table 5 
What Soldiers Liked Least About Rehearsing in Real-World and Virtual Envirormient Settings 

Real World • The heat 
• Not enough time for many rehearsals 
• The slow pace 

Virtual Environment • Difficult to maneuver through the environment 
• Less realistic than the real-world training 
• Time required to leam to use the virttial system 
• The menu was difficult to me 
• Getting stuck in walls affects the mission 
• Greiades are difficult to use 
• Field of view is limited 
• The microphone vras too loud 

Soldiers in the VE rehearsal condition commented on several aspects of the environment 
that they felt had negatively affected their mission performance. The major theme focused on 
maneuverability. Soldiere indicated that they were not able to move m fluidly or as naturally 
(using the w^pon mounted thumb switch) as they would have in the real-world environment. 
They felt that tfie constraints on mobility incre^ed the difficulty for them to execute the 
movements necessaiy to complete mission related tesks. 

Soldiere also felt that the "sticking" aspect of this virtual system further affected the 
fluidity of motion. If the soldier got too close to the sides of a building, parts of Ms body would 
get stuck in die v^h Sometimes the K>ldier's limbs or weapon would protrade through the wall 
into the enemy's view. When the sticking resulted in e?q)osed limbs or weapons, the element of 
surprise was lost, and soldiere shot at the limbs/weapons, resulting in c^ualties early in the 
mission. 

Soldiere mentioned several other ^pecte of the system that affected its efficiency as a 
training tool. These included: difficulty in performing simple tasks (i.e., throwing gren^es). 
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dif3Bculty using the menu to execute various actions, and the narrow field of view (FOV). 
Soldiers felt that these deficiencies decreased the realism of the training. 

Suggestions for improving the effectiveness of mission rehearsals. Soldiers were asked 
what they would do to improve the effectiveness of mission rehearsals. Comments are 
summarized in Table 6. The majority of the soldiers in the RW rehearsal condition indicated that 
they would not modify anything. 

Soldiers with specific comments suggested that trainers alternate leadership positions 
between missions to increase the squad members* understanding of how each position affects the 
mission. They also recommended increasing the number of members in each squad (from 7 to 
9), increasing the training time and number of rehearsals, and conducting additional basic urban 
operation skill training prior to rehearsal. 

Table 6 
Suggestions for Improving Mission Rehearsal Training in Real-World and Virtual-Environment 
Settings 

Real-World • Alternate squad member leadership positions 
• Improve unit level urban operation skills prior to mission rehearsal 
• Provide more time for additional training and rehearsal 
• Increase the size of each squad (9-man squad) 
• Use more instructors 

Vutiial 
Environment 

• Remedy virtual figures sticking in walls 
• Separate each control button from the menu 
• Improve mobility of motion through the environment 
• Add additional urban operation skills training 
• Enlarge the field of view (FOV) 
• Create a virtual view based on head movement, not a toggle 
• Add maps and target references on the virtual screen 
• Improve grenade usability 

Soldiers in the VE rehearsal condition provided a number of suggestions for improving 
the rehearsal process. The biggest issue was correcting the "sticking" problem in the SVS 
system. Soldiers felt that the training effectiveness of the SVS system could be greatiy enhanced 
if this problem was resolved. They viewed the current unstick option on the screen menu as 
inadequate. 

Soldiers recommended the development of an "unstick" button that is separate from the 
weapons selection menu so it could be used more quickly and easily. Currently, to unstick you 
must select (using the thumb switch on the weapon) the first item among a list of weapon choices 
appearing on the screen. Because it is the first item, it is sometimes easy to overlook causing the 
user to have to scroll back to the beginning. This provides time for the enemy to locate and 
engage the soldiers. This is compounded if the soldier's virtual limbs or weapon are sticking 
through the wall revealing the soldier's position while he is attempting to fi«e himself. 
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Soldiers preferred a larger FOV in the virtual environment, suggesting that the current 
screen be enlarged to allow^ for 360 degree viewmg of the mission environment. At the very 
least the soldiers recommended a screen that would allow the user to look up, down, and side to 
side. For changing views, soldiers indicated that instead of toggle manipulation, the view should 
be based on the head movements of the user. 

A number of soldiers found the virtual grenades difficult to me. If the grenade toss 
(using the weapon) was not timed correctly according to a calibration figure in tibe center of the 
screen, the grenade would drop at the soldier's feet and explode, producing a fiatricide. Clearly, 
a more realistic, user-Mendly means of throwing grenades is needed. 

Other suggestions for improving the effectiveness of virtual environment mission 
rehearsals focused on enhanced maneuverability, a revised menu consisting of separate control 
buttons for each choice of weapons, a target reference for shooting, and a reference nwp showing 
the position and the direction of travel of all squad membere during the exercise. Tliis last 
feature is not available in the real world. In addition, soldiers recommended including more 
redistic battlefield sounds such as footsteps, weapons being loaded and fired, people talkii^ in 
whispered English and other foreign languages depending on the enemy's origin, and greiwdes 
being activated and dropped. Soldiers also felt they needed additional training time on the 
virtual system. 

Soldier Comparison of Real-World Versus Virtual-Environment Mission Rehearsals 

Effectiveness of rehearsal setting. At the end of the experiment, soldiere completed the 
Mission Rehearsal Comparison Questionnaire. This questionnaire \ras used to give soldiers a 
chance to compare the effectiveness of each environment for conducting rehearsals. Table 7 
summari2»s soldiers' respoiwes to tiie question "Based on your experiences this week, could 
virtual environments be used to conduct effective mission rehearsals? " 

Table? 
Percent Response to Question "Could Virtual Environments be Used 
to Conduct Effective Mission Rehearsals?" 

VE Rehearsal 
Squads 

RW Rehearsal 
Squads 

Yes 94 44 
No 6 19 
Y^ and No 0 31 
No answer 0 6 
Note, n = 16 for each condition. 

Ninety-four percent of the soldiere in ibs VE reheareal condition feh that virtual environments 
could be effectively vsed to conduct mission rehearsals. In contrast, only 44 % of the soldiere in 
the RW rehearsal condition felt the same way. Half of tiie RW rehearsal soldiere expressed 
either mixed feelings (yes and no) toward virtual environments or felt these VE systems were not 
an effective means for conducting mission rehearsals. 
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Soldiers were asked to specifically compare the effectiveness of virtual environments 
versus the real world for conducting mission rehearsals. Table 8 shows the percentage 
breakdown by rehearsal condition. As shown, 50 % of the soldiers in the VE rehearsal condition 
felt that virtual environments were as effective as the real world for conducting mission 
rehearsals. Forty-four percent said that virtual environments were less effective than the real 
world. In contrast, all soldiers in the RW rehearsal condition felt that the virtual environment 
was less effective than rehearsing in a real-world setting. 

Tables 
Percent Response to Question "Compare the Effectiveness of Virtual 
Envkonments Versus the Real World for Conducting Mission Rehearsals" 

VE Mission 
Rehearsal Condition 

RW Mission 
Rehearsal Condition 

VE less effective 
thanRW 

44 100 

VE just as effective 
asRW 

50 0 

VE more effective 
thanRW 

6 0 

Note, n = 16 for each condition. 

Soldiers who felt that virtual environments were less effective than real-world settings for 
conducting mission rehearsals emphasized the realistic "hands-on" nature of real-world training 
Movement in the virtual environment via the thumb switch, getting stuck in walls, and menu 
layout at various times frustrated soldiers and negatively affected the realism and overall training 
value of the virtual envu-onment rehearsal process. Some soldiers felt that virtual environment 
rehearsal could be as effective as a real-world rehearsal, but not with the current level of 
technology. 

Soldiers who felt virtual environments were as effective as real-world rehearsals 
mentioned the safety aspects of this type of training, the optimal training conditions (climate, not. 
physically strenuous), and cost effectiveness (can quickly and cheaply construct mock-ups of 
different terrain and buildings, and the ability to conduct more repetitions per unit of time). 

Advantages of rehearsing in a virtual environment. Soldiers were asked to list the major 
advantages to rehearsing in a virtual environment. Their comments are summarized in Table 9. 
Soldiers felt that virtual environment systems could provide an effective method for familiarizing 
units (e.g., squads) with the mission environment and for teaching (basic) urban operation 
principles and skills. These systems could also be used for refining tactics, mission planning, 
and building unit cohesion and teamwork. Virtual rehearsal training was viewed as more time 
and cost effective for a number of different reasons detailed in Table 9. 
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Table 9 
Advantages to Conducting Mission Rehearsals in a Virtual Environment 

Provides a realistic preview of mission environment 
Provides a comfoitoble training environment 
Provides a safe training environment 
Is effective use of training time and cost 
Requires less physical demands, therefore allowing for more reheareals 
Allows leaders to analy^ tactical issues/scenarios prior to mission execution 
Can rehearee a mission many times if necessary 
Is available when urban training sites are reserved 
Builds unit cohesion and teamwork 
Does not waste ammunition 
Is good for te^hing urban operation principles and skills 
Allovre for plamiing and rehearsing missions quickly 

Disadvantages to rehearsing in a virtual environment. Soldiers were also ^ked to list 
the disadvantages to rehearsing in a virtual environment setting. Table 10 summarizes their 
comments. 

Table 10 
Disadvantages to Conducting Mission Reheareals in a Virtual Enviromnent 

Restricts movement 
Provides environment that is too comfortable 
Lacks realism 
Is difficult to use the controls and menu 
Has a narrow FOV 
Is less hands-on than Ae real-world training 
ContaiiB too many glitehes in the technology (e.g., sticking) 
Is too much like video game 

Lack of mobility represented a major dis^vantage according to many of the soldiers. The 
weapon-mounted thumb switch did not allow soldiers to move fluidly. This thumb switch or 
toggle appro^h to movement did not allow for effective rehearsal of such key urban operation 
skills m moving tiirough doors, moving through a building as a sqiwd, and peeking around 
comers, throwing gremdes, or stacking. 

As noted previomly, soldiere clearly likai the comfortable environmental conditions 
associated vnth virtual training. However, they felt Hxat they still needed tiie more physical real- 
world training to Mly appreciate the conditions they would fece in a real-world urban operation 
setting such as heat, rain, cold, fatigue, stress, calling heavy equipment and weapon recoil. 

Soldiers felt that the controls were difficult to master to the level necessary to effectively 
I»rforai the missiom in the virtual environment. Calibrating ^enades and choosing weapons 
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caused some frustration during mission rehearsal. Soldiers commented that it took too much 
time to scroll through the menu options and they often missed the weapon they had intended to 
select and had to start from the beginning of the menu. This delay in action often provided the 
enemy with needed time to detect and engage the soldier, which resulted in additional casualties 
for the squad. 

Soldiers indicated that the limited FOV in the virtual environment did not permit them to 
use their peripheral vision. In order to see peripherally, they had to move their own avatar 
(simulated soldier image) by manipulating the toggle which was awkward and imprecise. 
Soldiers stated that peripheral vision is a sense that is needed for conducting critical operational 
tasks (precision movements through doors and rooms). 

Another disadvantage mentioned by soldiers was the lack of physical interaction with the 
virtual environment. Specific examples cited included the inability to lean against walls, feel the 
presence of team members who are in close proximity, and use hand signals and eye contact for 
communication. Soldiers also felt that because they could not feel or hear rounds flying through 
the air that they were missing valuable environmental cues to take protective cover. 

Incorporating virtual environments in unit training.  Soldiers thought virtual 
environments could be effectively used at the unit level for familiarizing unit members with the 
mission environment prior to arrival at the real-world site (see Table 11). This included 
familiarization of the layout of the buildings, rooms and surrounding areas (e.g., possible target 
locations, enemy movement routes, observation points). Virtual environments could also be 
incorporated in unit training for mission planning and for refining tactics. 

Soldiers mentioned that virtual environments could provide the unit with alternate, cost 
effective training that could be exploited when time/resource constraints limit the availability of 
real-world training sites. For example, fundamental building clearing procedures, tactics, and 
leadership training could be conducted before transitioning to the to the real-world site. The 
actual urban training site could then be more efficiently used to focus on the physical execution 
of the mission. In addition, soldiers indicated that the virtual environments could be used to 
conduct refresher training. Virtual environment training was also viewed as an effective means 
to teach leaders and squad members how to work together, develop unit standmg operating 
procedures (SOP), and improve decision-making skills. 
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Table 11 
Soldier Responses to Question "How Would You Incorporate Virtual Environments in Your 
Unit's Training?" 

• As pre-training before training in the real world 
• To familiarire unit members with environment 
• For mission planning 
• For leaderehip development 
• To introduce urban operation skills before training 
• For teaching mission toctics 
• For building teamwork within a squad 
• To explore different mission environments and scenarios 
• To retain proficiency in urban operation skills 
• When urban operation training sites are not available and time/resources are limited 
• For alternating training environments with different traming objectives 
• To improve decision making-skills 
• To develop unit SOP 
• For rehearsing non-urban operation mission scenarios 
• To improve marksmanship 
• For reconnaissance training 

Discussion 

The objective of this research was to compare the effectiveness of rehearsing in a virtual 
environment versus rehearsing in a more traditional field setting. The two questions addressed 
by this research focused on whether skills squired in the virtual environment transfer to the real 
world and how real-world performance differs as a function of the training site (i.e., rehearsal 
setting). 

Trmisfer of Skills Acquired in the Virtual Environment to the Real World 

One could argue that since flie VE rehearsal group was able to rehearse in the identical 
building sections they would encoimter in the real-world missions with a live OPFOR, real-world 
performance should te superior to that of the RW reheareal group. TMs vras not Ae case. 
Despite fewer rehearsal trials, no OPFOR, and rehearsing in a building that only ^proximated 
the building sections they would clear in the field (real world), the performance of the RW 
rehearsal group did not differ fiiom that of the VE reheareal group. The data show tibiatVE 
rehearsal did not hurt real-world performance, but is equivocal as to how much tonsfer did teke 
place. 

Although no data was collected during the telk/walk and run rehearaal phases for lx)th 
groups, data was collected for the two force-on-force missions conducted in the virhial-ttaining 
environment. These two trials served as dress rehearsals for the VE rehearsal group. 
Performance during these two trials was comparable to the perfonnance during ibe two missions 
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at the field-training site, particularly Mission 2 at the virtual-training site and the two field- 
training site missions. 

However, the data seem to show that optimal performance was achieved somewhat 
quicker in the RW rehearsal condition. The primary reason the VE rehearsal group appeared to 
take longer to attain the same level of performance proficiency as the RW rehearsal group could 
be attributed to the lack of physical fidelity of the SVS systems, particularly in the areas of 
mobility, weapon system operation, and the lack of interaction with the virtual environment 
(inability to lean against walls, climb stairs, move stealthfully around comers, move obstacles, 
use hand and arm signals) most notably for Level II tasks. 

The majority of the soldiers felt that a large component of urban operation training was 
the "hands-on" time required to physically rehearse such tasks as entering and clearing buildings, 
and the associated tactical/high precision movements. This perception was particularly strong 
with soldiers in this experiment since, as a collective group, they had little if any urban operation 
training and had never worked together as a cohesive small imit element. 

It is interesting to note, however, that the talk/walk and run rehearsal phases for the RW 
rehearsal group were relatively brief (one hour for both phases) but "hands-on". This may have 
been enough time to familiarize them with the realistic task demands of the upcoming missions 
since both missions were fairly straightforward and did not require extensive planning. 

In summary, using the criterion discussed earlier, VE rehearsal did not produce clear, 
positive transfer. Between group differences were relatively small for the most part. Group 
performance, as indexed by the weighted total scores, shows that even with some of the 
limitations listed above, the virtual rehearsals did not negatively impact performance. 

Rehearsal time. As mentioned earlier, resource constraints required certain compromises 
in the design of the experiment. The number of rehearsals was limited to two for the RW 
rehearsal group and six for the VE rehearsal group (two talk/walk, two run, and two force-on- 
force rehearsals (virtual-training site Missions 1 and 2). Earlier research (see Nullmeyer & 
Spiker, 2000) indicated that increasing the amount of practice should resuh in improved 
performance. The maximum weighted total score attainable firom the Evaluation Checklist was 
135, so there was clearly room for improvement for both groups. Based on the final mission 
performance scores during the last mission, both groups had attained approximately 68 percent 
of the total points possible. Performance appeared fairly stable across missions (trials). 
Additional research is needed to determine how many trials are required to substantially improve 
performance fi-om current levels and the cost/benefit of conducting extra trials at both the Virtual 
Simulation Lab and the McKenna training site. It would also be instructive to compare the 
performance pattems of the inexperienced squads used in this experiment with more experienced 
intact squads who have worked together with respect to learning rates and final proficiency 
scores. 

It could be argued that the four additional rehearsals provided the RW rehearsal group 
was responsible, in part, for the similar levels of performance between the two rehearsal groups. 
Richardson, Montello and Hegarty (1999) found that when learning or rehearsal trials were 
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limited to one trial, that performance (spatial learning) was generally poorer for subjects who 
rehearsed in a virtual environment setting as opposed to those who rehearsed in a real-world 
environment. Hoover, Ruddle, Payne, and Jones (1997) reported similar levels of performance 
(spatial learning) were obtained for siAjects who reheareed multiple times (10) in a virtual 
environment compared to those who reheareai twice using a map. This research suggests that 
reheareing in a virtual environment may require more trials to reach the same level of proficiency 
than is required for real-world rehearsais. 

Real-World Performance Differences as a Function of Training Site 

While the item weighting and scoring approach described earlier w^ useful in providing 
an overall picture of group performance, it did not allow for in depth comparisons of specific 
collective and individual tasks across groups and training sites. Some of the key task differences 
that were identified are discussed in tibe following sections. 

Level III tasks. The number of casualties suffered by the four squa^ w^ high in both 
environments (real world and vhtual). Analysis by casualty tyi» (number OPFOR casualties, 
number of friendly c^ualties fom OPFOR fire and fratricide) showed that fratricides were most 
responsible for group performance differences observed in these environments. All but one of 
the fi-atricides occurred during execution of the virtual environment missions. The majority of 
these fimtricides were i^stem related. The SVS system's way of "throwing" grenades was 
extremely awkward. The current way of throwing the grenade by timing the toss of the penade 
using the weapon with a calibration figure on the screen -was difficult to m^ter in the time 
allotted to train this task. Also, when a soldier gets stuck in a vrall, for example, if his grenade is 
armed, and the soldier executes the unstick command (using his weapon mounted thumb switch), 
the grenade drops and explodes, killing everyone in the immediate area. 

Becau^ of the manner in which grenades were thrown in tfie two environments was so 
dissimilar, there was no carryover to tiie real-world missions for the VE rehearsal group. The 
fiatricide rate dropped to Kro during the real-world missions for the YE rehearsal group. In 
contrast, when the RW rehearsal group executed the same missions in the virtaal environment 
following their real-world missions, the fiatricide rate jumped noticeably (one Mf of these 
fiatricides were due to grenades). If this same grenade system is iKed in the fiiture, more time 
will have to be allotted to training this task. The problems experienced by M>ldiers on this task 
clearly diminished tlw realistic feel of the^ virtual mission reheareals. 

From a more general standpomt, there are several possible reasons for the high number of 
casualties suffered by the sqaads in both environments. The scenarios involved a platoon att^k 
which typically involves three squads. The manpower for tins exercise was limited to either a 7 
or 9-man exercise squad. For pi^tical and experimental reasons, flie (tecision wm made to 
continue the mission well beyond the standard criterion of combat ineffectiveness (loss of one 
fire team's worth of manpower), often to the extent of total attrition. 

Another problem with the exercise was the force ratios (combat power including combat 
multipliers) between the OPFOR and the exercise squad. Typically, force ratios for an offensive 
operation m open terrain (terrain jwrmitting unhindered movement) is 3:1 (three friendly soldiers 
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or effects of combat multipliers to one enemy soldier). Due to the nature of combat in built-up 
areas, more troops are normally needed than in other combat situations. In a built-up area, the 
requirement can be as much as "three to five times greater than for an attack in open terrain" 
[U. S. Department of the Army, 1999 (FM 90-10-1, pg. 9)]. 

As mentioned earlier, to preserve this ratio throughout as much of the mission as 
possible, the squad was allowed unhindered access off the stairwells, an obvious kill zone, and 
restrictions were placed on when the OPFOR could engage the exercise squad, i.e., not to fire on 
the exercise squad until the third man had deployed on that particular floor of the building. This 
restriction helped to some extent to enhance squad survivability and to counterbalance the 
limiting force ratio, but could not completely counter the lack of manpower. In summary, 
rehearsal site did not appear to have any real effect on the number of casualties suffered by each 
group. 

Level II tasks. When only the real-world performance of the two rehearsal groups is 
considered, differences were very small. These differences were observed for only a subset of 
Level II tasks. Incident rates were highest for failure to properly clear rooms, maintain proper 
position for providing protective cover, place soldiers to provide supporting fires, and accurately 
report OPFOR location. 

Performance differences (total number of incidents across tasks) at the field-training site 
were particularly noticeable at Mission 2. The incident rate for the VE rehearsal group was 
higher than that of the RW rehearsal group. Performance at the virtual-training site revealed the 
same incident pattern for both missions (more incidents observed for the VE rehearsal group than 
the RW rehearsal group. The overall incident pattern across all tasks appears to show that tiie 
RW rehearsal group's performance in the virtual environment benefited from their prior real- 
world experience. Prior virtual environment experience did not, however, lead to improved real- 
world performance, i.e., fewer negative incidents detected. 

Why the virtual enviroimient mission performance of the VE rehearsal group was so 
much poorer than the RW rehearsal group for the Level II tasks, particularly for room clearing, 
provicUng protective cover, and to a lesser extent providing supporting fire, is not clear. Given 
the small sample size, and the unexpected pattern of results, any explanation should be viewed 
cautiously. 

Level I tasks. Of the six Level I tasks, personnel flagging accounted for the large 
majority of total incidents observed. Most of tiiese personnel flaggings occurred in the virtual 
envkonment. This problem is primarily a function of SVS system constraints. Close, precise 
movements, such as moving around comers, crouching under windows while moving, and wall 
hugging are difficult to accomplish smoothly in the virtual environment. In order to move 
around comers, the soldier has to move further away fh)m the wall than he would like, which 
causes him to silhouette himself in doorways. Also, the challenge of moving in a physically 
restricted area and then crouching and moving as one approaches a window is frequently 
overlooked as the soldier is too busy focusing on trying to move from one spot to another with 
his team. As a result, he silhouettes himself in the window. With regard to hugging walls. 
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uwufBcient numbere of body sensors on the soldier allows him to pass through a wall, frequently 
exposing his arms or legs on the other side of the wall. This makes him visible to the enemy. 

The lower incident rate for the VE reheareal group during Ae real-world missions could 
be due to tiieir prior experience at the virtual-training site. However, at Mission 2, any residual 
experience effects were quite weak, since group performance differences were negligible. 

Two Level I t^lss accounted for the bulk of the remaining negative incidents that were 
observed, weapon flagging and succession of command not established. The only clear trend 
that emerged was for succession of command.   Soldiers in tiie RW reheareal group were more 
likely to not esteblish succession of command during the real-world missions as the VE rehearsal 
poup. Group differences could be tiie result of an "^renaline" factor of the impending real- 
world mission, where the squad/team leaders were so focused that they forgot to tell others of the 
succession of command. Apparently, for the VE rehearsal group, soldiere gimped the 
importance of this task after their firat virtual-training mission. After that, enors dropped to zero 
widi the next mission and stayed low during tiie field-training missions. 

Soldier Comments on Using Virtual Environments for Mission Rehearsals 

Soldiers who rehearsed in a real-world mission setting clearly liked the "hands-on" aspect 
of this training strategy. The real-world reheareal allowed soldiers the chance to clunb staire, 
lean against walls, throw grenades, use hand sigimls, peek around comers, and move obstacles. 
The execution of these physical tasks, they felt, was critical for effective urban operation 
training. Soldiers also liked the added realism created by the simunition rounds. Ctetting shot 
with simunition rounds provided immediate feedback that the soldier had imde a mistake and 
created a real incentive for him to take cover and move more tactically. In general, it enhanced 
the realistic feel of the field-training missioiw. 

Although the physical execution of these tasks is mi important part of the training/ 
rehearsal process, the data nevertheless show that some learning can Me place in a virtual 
environment under far less realistic conditions. As noted by the soldiere, them environments can 
serve as a valuable training option for when the unit does not have ax«ss to real-world training 
sites. These enviromnents provide a potentially effective meam to condiret the "walk" phase of 
Gaining. Hie real-world training sites can then be more efficiently used for the "ran" plwse of 
training where the unit gets the chance to physically execute tihe missions witfi a solid "blue 
print" for action. 

While virtual environments were never meant to replace real-world training sites, efforts 
are needed to enhance the realism of at least the core ^pects of these environments. The biggest 
complaint fiom soldiere concerned maneuverability. The inability to perform fine, precise 
movements nem- or within buildings in clow proximity with otiiere was a major source of 
friwtration. While movement (in the SVS) will never duplicate real-world movement pattraw, 
virtual movements can be made smoother and more precise. The source of much of this problem 
ui movement h^ to do with the design of the thumb switeh (Pleban et a!., 2001; Pleban et al., 
2000). As discussed in earlier work, the current thimib switch used in the SVS system is stiff 
and comequently it is very difficult to synchronize the amount and direction of pressure diat is 
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applied to guide movement. The lack of play in the switch makes it very difficult to control 
precise movement patterns. 

The "sticking" problem described earlier became a major issue in this experiment since 
the scenarios required so much movement on the soldiers' part. Sticking is primarily due to 
current system constraints that limit the number of body sensors that can be used on the soldier. 
Like the thumb switch problem, this is also correctable but will require additional computing 
power. 

The building clearing scenarios required the use of grenades. However the use of 
grenades resorted in numerous fratricides during the execution of the virtual environment 
missions. The problems associated with "throwing" grenades in the SVS system have already 
been discussed. Ideally, a more realistic way of throwing grenades is needed. If this cannot be 
accomplished, then the procedures should be simplified, so the task can be mastered with 
minimal training. 

Soldiers also reported problems usmg the on-screen menu. Up until this experiment, 
soldiers did not view menu design and function as a problem. Apparently, the design of the 
menu resulted in some soldiers missing the unstick option. This increased their exposure time to 
the enemy as they cycled through the menu a second time to locate the correct option. The 
scenarios may have accentuated this problem since they required extensive movement within 
buildings. This, in turn, increased the number of "sticking" incidents and highlighted possible 
menu design issues. 

The limited FOV provided by the SVS system appeared to be more problematic in this 
experiment. Again, the scenarios may have exacerbated this shortcoming. Clearing rooms 
requires that the soldier's head be able to swivel, look up, down, side-to-side, etc. The limited 
peripheral vision and the manner required for soldiers to look to their side (using the thumb 
switch) negatively impacted their performance in these scenarios (from the soldiers' standpoint). 
For rapid, realistic changes in views, soldiers preferred a system that was based on head 
movements rather than the thumb switch. 

It should be noted that the scenarios developed for this experiment required that squad 
members execute basic tactical behaviors such as moving inside buildings and throwing hand 
grenades. The problems observed were not so much a function of the scenarios as they were 
weaknesses in this simulation (SVS) system. 

Both groups feh that training should be expanded but for different reasons. For the RW 
rehearsal group, soldiers feh that the time scheduled for rehearsals was too short. For the VE 
rehearsal group, rehearsal time appeared adequate, but the time allotted for familiarization of the 
SVS system was viewed as insufficient. The vast majority of soldiers in this experiment had 
little if any training in urban operations, so it is not surprising that tiiey felt the rehearsal time 
was too limited. This is particularly the case for the RW rehearsal group which had only two 
rehearsal trials. 
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All soldiers felt that additional urban operations training time was needed prior to 
conducting the mission rehearsals. Time scheduling permitted only one hour of training in flie 
basic skills, which was clearly not enough. ITiis could account, in part, for the lowered total 
weighted scores achieved by e^h group. 

In terms of improving rehearsals in general, some soldiers felt diat it would be useftil to 
rotate squad members through different leadership positions to develop an increased awareness 
of the various leadership demands placed on the squad and team lexers. This could te quite 
usefiil but would involve more rehearsal trials to rotate squad membeis through the different 
leader positions. This could be a problem, from both a time and cost perepective, particularly for 
real-world rehearsals. 

Mission Rehearsal Effectiveness Ratings 

The effectiveness ratings showed a clear bias that was dependent on the rehearsal setting. 
When asked if virtual environments could be used to conduct effective mission rehearsals, 
almost every soldier in the VE rehearsal group said yes. In contrast, less than half of the RW 
rehearsal group felt the same way. This was most likely due to the fact tlmt the RW reheareal 
group conducted no rehearsals in the virtual environment. Their exposure was limited to a 
famiUarization period and tiie two missions. The major re^on for bringing the RW rehearsal 
group back to the Virtual Simulation Lab w^ to provide Ihem some exj^rience in the virtual 
environment so they could make some comparison between the two environments. For all 
intents and purposes, the critical baseline data was collected the first day of the experiment and 
soldiers knew they were not using the virtual-training site to rehearse an upcoming mission. Hie 
reduced exposure time to the virtual environment, and possibly lower incentive generated by this 
"supplemental training plwse" may be responsible for the lower ratings provided by die RW 
rehearsal group. These fartors may have also negatively affected their virtual performaice on 
ttie Level I task, persomwl flagging (incre^ed number of incidents) during Mission 2. 

Comparing the effectiveness ratings of the two settings, approximately one half of the 
soldiCTS in the VE rehearsal poup felt that virtiwl enviroimients were less effective tton real- 
world settings for conducting mission rehearsals. In contrast, all soldieis in the RW reheaisal 
group said that virtual enviroimients were less effective than real-world settings for condiwting 
mission rehearsals. The "hands-on" factor played a m^or role in the shaping the ratings of the 
RW rehearsal group. When these soldiere moved to the virtual world on Itey 2, the reality 
difference was clearly «»entuated. This was a major consideration for soldiere, md most people 
were in agreement that certein simulated capabilities needed to be more realistic or at least 
ftmction more smoothly. 

Training in Virtual Environments 

Virtual environments provide a vehicle for conducting training in a numte of areas. 
While the capabilities of the VE hardwwe/software can affect both training utility and trainee 
perceptions, other factors may have more impact than pure fideli^. The overall training value of 
these environmente ultimately depends on the qmHty of the scenarios, instructor effectiveness, 
and die soundness of the imsfructional approack As Pleban et al. (2001) showed, well-crafted 
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scenarios coupled with an effective instractional strategy can so thoroughly immerse the soldier 
in the mission that many realism issues are overlooked, and significant learning can still be 
achieved. Lintem et al. (1989) further showed that physical fidelity is not a requirement for 
positive transfer. They argue that the more important challenge is enhancing the psychological 
fidelity or functional relevance of the simulation training environment. 

There is a broad range of tactical skills that could be trained in the virtual environment. 
At one end of the continuum are the types of cognitive skills (decision-making) trained in the 
Pleban et al. (2001) experiment. This type of training does not require high fidelity, fast, or 
precise interface with tilie virtual world. Success in this instance is more likely to depend on the 
factors described above. At the other end of the continuum are the specific squad (WUs and 
tasks, like building clearing, which involve less decision-making, a lot of communication and 
coordination, but above all require rapid and precise positioning, movement and use of weapons 
(ICnerr et al., 2003). This experiment addressed one of the most difficult virtual environment 
training problems. As Knerr et al. (2003) point out, virtual environment training of tasks such as 
"Clear a building" and "Clear a room" have shown the least improvement in terms of enhanced 
skill proficiency. While virtual environments show promise for this type of training, there are a 
number of interface and technology problems to overcome. Currently, virtual environments do 
not appear to be as effective as real-world tactical training for improving skills underiying 
specific small unit tasks or battle drills. 

Conclusions 

The results firom this research, while preliminary, indicate that certain small unit (squad) 
dismounted infantry tasks can be rehearsed with some degree of success in a virtual 
environment. Field-training site performance of the virtual environment and the real-world 
rehearsal groups were comparable. For fiatricides and personnel flagging, a disproportionate 
number of incidents were a direct function of the training site, i.e., simulator system constraints. 
The research presented showed that while virtual environment systems may be lacking realistic 
qualities in certain areas, they could be used effectively for certain types of training. Virtual 
environments could be used during the "walk" phase of training, for improving decision-making, 
situation awareness, communication and coordination skills. These environments, if used 
appropriately in conjunction with realistic field- exercises, could play a major role in enhancing 
the training of soldiers and small unit leaders. 
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Appendix A 

Biographical Information Questionnaire 

Name Unit Date 

Please flU in the blank or mark or circle the appropriate response, 

1. What is your age? Years Months 

2. MOS  

3. Rank  

4. Time in service  Yeais Months 

What is your current (or most recent) duty position?  
How long in this position?  

6. What Army training courees have you completed? Check all that apply. 

 _PLDC BNCOC ANCOC Airborne Air Assault 

 ^Other (please specify)  

7. How susceptible to motion or car sickness do you feel you are? 

1           2 3           4          5 6 7 
not moderately highly 

siMceptible susceptible susceptible 

8. Do you have normal 20/20 vision without glasses? Yes No 

9. Do you have 20/20 vision with contact lenses or glasses?        Yes        No N A 

10. Are you color blind? Yes No 

11. Are you fright handed? left hmided? 

12. How many hours per week do you play 'virtual reality' type games? houre pet week 
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13. How often have you trained at the McKenna MOUT site (not including demos)? 

times 

14. Have you ever been in a Virtual Individual Combatant (VIC) simulator at the Land Warrior 
Test Bed before? 

Yes No 

If YES, which one(s)? (Describe if you cannot remember the name) 

15. Have you had any other experience with military computer simulations? 

 Yes ^No 

If yes, please describe briefly or give the names of the simulators. 
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Appendix B 

Demographic and Training Background for lOBC, MP, and Drill Sei^eant Samples 

Table B-1 
Demographic and Relevant Training Experience for lOBC Student Sample 

Min Max Mean SD 
Age (yrs) 21.9 34.2 26.9 3.9 
Time in service (yrs) .2 14.5 5.5 4.2 
Hours/wk playing 
virtual reality games 

0 10 1.0 2.2 

Times trained at 
McKenna 

0 3.0 .58 1.05 

tlote. n = 24. 

Table B-2 
Relevant Training Experience for lOBC Student Sample by Couree and Simulation System 
(percent completed course or used simulation system) 

PLDC BNCOC ANCOC Airborne Air 
Assault 

Other 
Courees* 

Indiv. Cbt. 
Simulator 

Other Mil. 
Simulations'' 

37.5 20.8 4.2 70.8 33.3 62.5 16.7 45.8 
JVore. n = 24. PLEC - Primary Leadership Development Course; BNCOC - B^ic Non-Commissioned Officer 
Courae; ANCOC - Advancwl Non-Commissioned Officer Course. 
•Included Rmger Sch<K)l, Mountain/Jungle Warfiure School, Sapper, Jumpmaster. 
''Included Janus, Close Combat Tactical Trainer, Avenger/Stinger missile system simulators, tenk simulators. 

Table B-3 
Demographic and Relevant Training Experience for MP Sample 

Min Max Mean SD 
Age (yrs) 24.8 46.9 34.5 7.4 
Time in service (yrs) 4.0 26.8 12.4 7.0 
Houre/wk playing 
virtual reality games 

0 3.0 .54 1.1 

Times trained at 
McKenna 

0 1.0 .15 .37 

Vote. n=13. 
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Table B-4 
Relevant Training Experience for MP Student Sample by Course and Simulation System 
(percent completed course or used simulation system) 

PLDC BNCOC ANCOC Airborne Air 
Assault 

Other 
Courses' 

Indiv. Cbt. 
Simulator 

Other Mil. 
Simulations'' 

38.5 15.4 0 7.7 0 30.8 53.8 38.5 
Note, n = 13 
" Included MP school, NBC Defense. 
b Included Simulation Networicing, Firearms Training System, Engagement Skills Trainer, Virtual MP training, 

Soldier Visualization System. 

Table B-5 
Demographic and Relevant Training Experience for Drill Sergeant Sample 

Min Max Mean SD 
Age (yrs) 29.6 43.3 39.3 4.9 
time in service (yrs) 9.9 22.1 18.2 4.5 
Hours/wk playing 
virtual reality games 

0 1.0 .33 .52 

Times trained at 
McKenna 

0 0 0 0 

Note. n = 6. 

Table B-6 
Relevant Training Experience for Drill Sergeant Sample by Course and Simulation System 
(percent completed course or used simulation system) 

PLDC BNCOC ANCOC Airbome Air 
Assault 

Other 
Courses" 

Indiv. Cbt. 
Simulator 

Other Mil. 
Simulations'' 

83.3 83.3 66.7 33.3 0 100 0 16.7 
Note. n = 6. 
* Included Drill Sergeant School, Combat Lifesaver Course, Engineer Officer Advanced Course, Small Arms 

School. 
•" Other military simulations were not listed. 
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Appendix C 

Real World Post Training Questionnaire 

Name  Date       Condition 

1. Mission role: 

BLUFOR        OPFOR 

2. How effective was the rehearsal training you received in preparing you for the clear building 
missions? 

Very Ineffective  Ineffective  ^Fairly Effective Very Effective 

3. Was the rehearsal time adeqiwte? 

 ^Yes No 

4. Wl^ did you like most about rehearsing in a realistic field setting? 

5. What did you like least about rehearsing in a realistic field setting? 

6. What, if anything, would you do to modify the rehearsals to mdce them more effective? 
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Appendix D 

Virtual Environment Post Training Quwitionnaire 

Name  Date       Condition  

1. Mission role: 

 ^BLUFOR OPFOR 

2. How effectively do you think this rehearsal training h^ prepaed you for the clear building 
missions you will conduct tomorrow? 

Very Ineffective Ineffective Fairly Effective Very Effective 

3, Was the rehearsal time adequate? 

Yes ^No 

4. What did you like most about reheareing in a virtual environment? 

5. What did you like least about reheareing in a virtual environment?? 

6. What, if anything, would you do to improve the effwtiveness of virtual environments for 
condiBting mission reheareals? 
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Appendix E 

Mission Rehearsal Comparison Qn^tionnaire 

Name  Date        Condition  

1. Mission role: 

 ^BLUFOR OPFOR 

2. B^ed on your experiences this week, could virtual environments be used to conduct effective 
mission reheareals? Yes No 

3. How would you compara the effectiveness of virtual environmente vereus the real world 
for conducting mission rehearsals? 

 ^Less effective flian rehearsing in the real world. 

Just as eJBFective as rehearsing in the real world. 

More effective tian rehearsing in the real world. 

Briefly explain your rating. 

4. What do you think are the major advantages to conducting mission rehearsals in a virtial 
environment? 

5. What do you think are the major disaivantages to conducting mission reheareals in a virtual 
environment? 

6. How would you incorporate virtual environmente in your unit's training? 

7. Other comments concerning virtual and real world mission reheareals. 
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Appendix F 

Evaluation Check Lwt 
(Circle correct responses) 

SQD:    12   3   4     DAY;     1  2    Mission:   Rehearsal 1   2 
Mission 1   Mission 2    Environment:  LWTB    McKeram 

Start Time ENDEX 

Location at ENDEX 

Reason for ENDEX 

Task Evaluated Wt NOTES locations of incidents) ADDITIONAL 
NOTMS 

1. Rounds expended 
(dato not included in 
analysis) 

1 5.56 mm Issued: 
5.56 mm Expended: 

2, Weapon malfunctions* 
(dato not included in analysis) 

Information only: 

3. Number of BLUFOR 
casualties 

3 
Room 12          3         4          5 

Stairwell        6        7         8          9 

4. Number of OPFOR casualties 

3 
Room 12         3          4          5 

Stoirwell         6        7          8          9 

5. Number of BLUFOR 
fr^ricides 

3 
Room 12         3          4          5 

Stoirwell         6        7          8          9 

6. Numl^r of rooms NOT 
properly clewed. (Closets, behind 
doore, & behind and under 
fiimitjire) 

2 
Room 12         3         4         5 

Stairwell        6        7         8          9 

7. Soldiere did NOT maintain 
flieir retoive positions wifli each 
oAer providing protective cover 2 

Room 12         3         4         5 

Stoirwell        6        7         8          9 

8. Soldiers did NOT maintain 
dtepersion at danger areas (areas 
widi more than one angle of 
attock) 

2 Room 12         3         4         5 

Stoirwell        6        7         8          9 
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9. Soldiers were NOT placed to 
provide supporting fires for 
another soldier conducting a 
movement 

2 
Room 1 

Stairwell 

2 

6 

3 

7 

4 

8 

5 

9 

10. Soldiers did NOT accurately 
report location of OPFOR 2 Room 1 

Stairwell 

2 

6 

3 

7 

4 

8 

5 

9 

11. Team member did NOT 
understand his respective sector 
of fire and provide adequate fire 
support. 

2 Room 1 

Stairwell 

2 

6 

3 

7 

4 

8 

5 

9 

12. Personnel "flagging" (exposed 
in windows) for greater than 5 
seconds 

Room 1 

Stairwell 

2 

6 

3 

7 

4 

8 

5 

9 

13. Soldiers "flagged" (extend 
barrel beyond cover) their 
weapon barrels at comers 

Room 1 

Stairwell 

2 

6 

3 

7 

4 

8 

5 

9 

14. Weapons were NOT held 
correctly when entering and 
inside a room. Muzzles were 
NOT pointed away from friendly 
forces. 

Room 1 

Stauwell 

2 

6 

3 

7 

4 

8 

5 

9 

15. Once room has been cleared, 
team did NOT yell, "Clear" to 
inform the support party. 

Room 1 

Stairwell 

2 

6 

3 

7 

4 

8 

5 

9 

16. Unit tactics were NOT 
doctrinally sound Room I 

Stairwell 

2 

6 

3 

7 

4 

8 

5 

9 

17. Succession of conunand was 
NOT established Room 1 

Stairwell 

2 

6 

3 

7 

4 

8 

5 

9 
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Selection and weitfiting of evaluation criteria 

The development of an evaluation assessment tool w^ evolutionary. Firet, a 
subject matter expert in urban oi«rations reviewed different doctrinal manuals and 
evaluation checklists us^ in previous exercises. A panel of three retired officers and a 
non-commissioned officer ^en applied their militeiy knowledge and exjwrtise gained 
from years of o^ve duty service in the Infant^, which included training and evalmting 
urban operation skills, to refine the list of critical tasks required to "clear a building". 
This expertise factor also included recently acquired experience in observing different 
urban operation exercises and training events, both in the real world and in virtual 
environments. The analysis resulted in 22 critical questions. 

1. Wlmt was the total number of rounds expended by e^h soldier? 
2. Were there any weapon malfunctiota ttot impacted the twrtical scenario? 
3. What was die number of BLUFOR casualties and was Ae squad combat effective at 

ENDEX? 
4. What was the number of OPFOR casualties? 
5. Were any of the BLUFOR casualties caused by fratricide? 
6. What was flie number of personnel disoriented/lost in die building? 
7. Were all rooms properly cleared (closets, tehind doore, and behind/under furniture)? 
8. Did squad leader maintain positive control of the squad? 
9. Did team leaiers maintain positive control of their respective teams? 
10. Did soldiers "flag" (expose their head around comers or their bodies in windows) for 

greater than 5 seconds? 
11. Did soldiere maintain dieir relative positions with each other and provi<te protective 

cover? 
12. Did soldiers "flag" (extend barrel beyond cover) their weapon barrels at comers, 

possibly alerting enemy soldiers of their presence? 
13. Did soldiers maintaba dispereion at danger are^ (areas with more tiian one angle of 

attack)? 
14. Did die team leader report the status of the room being cleared b^k to his squM 

leader? 
15. Were soldiers placed to provide supiwrting fires for anodier soldier conducting a 

movement? 
16. Did soldiere accurately report location of OPFOR? 
17. Did soldiera and team leaders provide all of the information requested by the squad 

lewier? 
18. Were weapons held con«ctly when entering and inside a room (muszles pointed away 

from friendly forces)? 
19. Did each team member understand his respective sector of fire and provide adequate 

fire support? 
20. Once room was cleffl-^, did team members yell, "Clear" to inform die support 

element? 
21. Were unit tectics doctrinally sound? 
22. Was a succession of command established or did the squ^ adequately adjiBt to die 

situation? 
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The 22 questions were once again reviewed, this time for application. Those 
deemed subjective in nature or too difficult to observe in the virtual environment (for 
comparative analysis) were eliminated. This reduced the assessment criteria to 17. The 
remaining assessment criteria and supporting rationale are listed in the following table. 

Task Rationale 

1. Rounds expended. 
Because of the potentially high ammunition expenditure normally 
associated with a MOUT mission, it was necessary to compare 
expenditures in the two environments in semi-controlled scenarios. 
There is a possibility that the virtual environment might create bad habits 
(unlimited bullets/grenades). 

2. Weapon malfiinctions. 
Weapon malfunctions are a fact of life during training and real life 
operations. Based on personal military experience there are more 
malfunctions with live ammunition than with blank ammunition (most 
caused by old magazines). Virtual and Simunition weapon malfunctions 
were tracked, as these magazines are not a true representation of actual 
magazines. 

S.NumberofBLUFOR 
casualties. 

Tracking casualties is one of the most frequently used methods of 
"keeping score7evaluating performance to determine mission 
success/failure. 

4.NumberofOPFOR 
casualties. 

Tracking casualties is one of the most frequently used methods of 
"keeping score'Vevaluating performance to determine mission 
success/failure. 

S.NumberofBLUFOR 
fratricides. 

Fratricides are unacceptable in any military operation. They not only 
hinder unit capabilities by reducing available friendly strength, but also 
tend to degrade unit morale, thus hindering performance even further. 

6. Number of rooms NOT 
properly cleared. 

Complete room clearing (closets and under/behind furniture) eliminates 
the chance of a surprise attack from a "previously cleared" room. This 
also eliminates the need to re-clear rooms. 

7. Soldiers did NOT maintain 
relative position with each 
other providing protective 
cover. 

Maintaining an individual position with its proper sector of fire and 
interlocking that sector witii fellow team members' positions and their 
sectors of fire is essential in room clearing to fully cover the entire area, 
to ensure all enemy are eliminated, and to prevent fratricide. 

8. Soldiers did NOT maintain 
dispersion at danger areas 
(areas with more dian one angle 
of attack). 

Maintaining individual dispersion reduces the chance that a single 
bullet/grenade will kill or wound several personnel simultaneously, 
thereby rendering die unit combat ineffective. It also allows the unit to 
protect and secure a larger area. 

9. Soldiers were NOT placed to 
provide supporting fires for 
other soldiers conducting 
movement. 

Controlled supporting fires during room clearing operations greatly 
reduces the risk of fratricide and simultaneously increases the 
effectiveness of those fires in engaging the enemy. 

10. Soldiers did NOT 
accurately report OPFOR 
location. 

The importance of communicating the location of the enemy to fellow 
squad members allows tiie leader to maneuver soldiers and mass fires 
against the enemy, while reducing the likelihood of fratricide. 

11. Team member did NOT 
understand his respective sector 
of fire and provide adequate 
support. 

The team leaders ability to clearly communicate instructions to team 
members reduces tiie battlefield confusion inherent in MOUT operations. 
This allows positive control of his team and enhances the team's ability 
to control the flow of the fight. 
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Task Rationale 
12. Personnel "flagging" 
(exposed in windows or head 
exposed around comer) for > 5 
^conds. 

Personnel flagging was selected for evalaatiwi from both inside the 
building (doorways) and from outeide the building (windows) because 
this provides your position and amiounces your intentions to the enemy. 
Additionally, flagging provides Ae enemy with a target while not 
allowing you to return effective fire. An environmental comparison of 
flagging w^ necessary to ttack tiie possibility of crerting bad habits in a 
virtual environment where a clear sensing of immediate surroundings is 
not as easy as in the real world. 

13. Soldiers" flagged" 
(extended M16 barrel beyond 
cover) at comers. 

Weapon fl^ging was selected for evaluation from both inside tiie 
building (doorways) mid from outside the building (windows) because 
tills activity announces tiie soldier's position and intentions to the enemy; 
eliminating any opportunity for surpnse. An environmentol comparison 
of flagging was necessary to track tilie possibility of creating b^ habite in 
a virtual environment where sensing of immediate surroundinp is not ^ 
easy as in iJie real world. 

14. Weapons NOT held 
correcfly entering a room 
(muzzles pointed at fiiendly 
forees). 

Maintainmg individual sectore of fires (muzzle conttol) allows for 
immediate suppression of enemy forees in multiple directions while 
reducing fr^cide in the event of an accidentol weapon discharge. 

15. Once room was cleared, 
team did NOT yell, "Clear" to 
mform the support element. 

During MOUT operations the squad leader's location will normally be 
one or two rooms removed from the fight He must have a clear 
understMiding of the status of romns cleared vs. not cleared in order to 
effectively direct the fight. This enhance positive control of botii teams 
while simultaneously reducing possible fiatricides. 

16. Unit tactics were NOT 
doctrinally sound. 

While the Amy encourages initiative and rewaids heroism with medals, 
tiie goal is teamwork following approved tectics. Applying coirect 
doctrine increases the chances of mission success. 

17. Succession of command 
NOT established. 

Casualties will happen! Having a succession of command, that soldiers 
know, reduces the battlefield confiision and allows the momentum of 
battle to continue under new leadership. 

Of the criteria that were developed, certain criteria were recognized as having a 
more significant effect in determining the final outcome of a mission and in Msessing 
overall unit performance. Therefore, these criteria were assigned a heavier weight than 
other criteria. Ultinrntely, three weight categories were developed. 

A weight factor of three (3) addressed critical mission essential evaluation 
criteria. These tasks required the squad to meet very selective ^sessment standards. For 
exmnple, three criteria were deemed critical at detemiining the squ^'s performance at 
end state. Tliese were: the squai's manpower strength at end of mission to detemune if 
flie squoi wm still mission capable; the OPFOR Hamt to the clearing operation had to be 
eliminated in order for the squM to successfidly complete the mission and; the negative 
impact of fiatricides on unit morale and physical mission performance had to be 
addressed. 

A weight factor of two (2) included activities tiiat, if not correctly performe4 
could result in casualties and/or compromise mission success. Assessment are^ 
included: the number of rooms not properly cleared; dispersion at danger areas; soldier 
placement, to include individual location in relation to the rest of his unit, and his ability 
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to provide supporting fires from that location; and the soldier's understanding of his 
leader's directions and intent. These areas constituted the bulk of the assessment criteria. 

The final category included a weight factor of one (1). These activities were still 
important, but dealt more with correct mdividual performance measures rather than 
situations entailing the possibility of producing casualties. These areas included 
successful MOUT operation techniques, safety actions, and command and control issues, 
e.g.. Did the soldier needlessly expose himself to possible sniper fire? Were weapon 
muzzles pointed away from firiendly soldiers? Was a succession of conraiand established 
and how well did the squad react when a leader became a casualty? 

The final portion of the evaluation checklist was the development of the 
assessment scoring standards. An initial set of standards were developed, but proved to 
be only an "initial best guess" as to what constituted "good" or "bad" squad performance. 
It was later determined that the best option was to evaluate each squad's performance 
during the evaluation, then based on the performance of all the squads, develop a 
performance scale. In some instances, tasks were assessed usmg a graduated scale. This 
was true of most tasks. In other instances, performance was evaluated on a simple 
pass/fail standard, either the squad performed correctly or it did it wrong. 

It was also determined that two other areas needed to be included in the checklist. 
First, the assessment had to provide a method for identifying the location where incidents 
occurred. Second, there had to be a notes section that allowed the evaluators an area 
where some narrative description could be added to explain some of the incidents, when 
needed. 

A standardized map was developed that numbered each room and hallway. 
Incidents and their sequence were then marked on the map via "stubby pencil" during the 
course of the evaluation of each squad mission. The location and number of incidents at 
that location were then transposed to a Room Column on the evaluation form. For 
example, a fratricide may have occurred in the first hallway on the second floor of the 
C4B building. During the evaluation, a note was made on the map at the hallway labeled 
Room 16. That note was then transposed to the evaluation checklist as "Rm 16:1" using 
the room column. This indicated that one incident occurred in Room 16 on the map. In 
the notes column on the evaluation checklist, a corresponding entry may have been 
included that stated, "2B1 killed 2A2", adding necessary details to the event. The 
pertinent portions of the final event map and corresponding evaluation checklist for one 
of the missions is shown below. 
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Appendix Q 

Operation Order No.1 

Your unit is always tlie 2d Squad of the 2d Platoon. 

Enemy Situation: Agular is considered a Black Sabbath stronghold with both the 
ten^orist political and military infrastructure based in the town. The tenrarists are 
considered dedicated to their cause and will most likely fight to the death. Amied 
presence is considered moderate to heavy in sector witti squad-size cells fighting 
from building to building. There is no mechanized or motorized threat. However, 
indirect fire, in the fomn of mortare is available to the enemy. They are heavily 
amied with automatic weapons and rocket-propelled grenades. Remnante of the 
Del Rio Dignity Brigade are also located in the town. They are ill equipped and 
not capable of sustained operations. They are not trusted by ttieir Black Sabbatti 
counte^arts and will most likely be restricted to defending isolated individual 
positions. Their morale is low. As a result, they are expected to provide only 
token resistance. 

Mission of Higher Unite: The 22d IN BN continues ite ground assault operation 
to clear the town of Agular. The town is divided along the ^o long axes fornied 
by the east-west roads within the town (see map). Companies A and C 
conducted the initial assault. Company A is securing BLDGs G and H. 
Company C is in BLDGs A1 and J2. Companies A and C are preparing to 
assault BLDGs J1 and B1, respectively. Your company. Company B, Is in the 
south. 1st PLT has cleared BLDG E. 3d Platoon has cleared BLDG N. Your 
platoon, 2d Platoon has secured BLDG P3. Your platoon leader has just 
returned from an update briefing. Your platoon has been ordered to seize the 
BLDG C4 complex. Your platoon leader has elected to gain entry through BLDG 
C4a. 1st Squad will conduct ttie initial assault from BLDG P3. Its mission Is to 
establish a breech into C4a. 2d Squad, your squad, is second In order of 
movement. It will move from BLDG P3 and pass through the 1 st Squad and 
clear both floore of the building. 3d Squad is the platoon reserve. It is to be 
prepared to assume all clearing responsibilities on order. 1st Squad vwll be the 
platoon reserve once they have established a breech Into Section A. 

Your Mission: On order, 2d Squad, your squad, will pass through the 1st Squad 
and clear both floore of BLDG C4a, 

Rules of Engagement* Although the town populace of Agular is extremely 
sympathetic to the rebel cause, the tovwi population is not completely hostile. 
Unanmed civilians were caught in the town by the rapid U.S. attack. Given that 
the town population is not completely hostile, the rules of engagement remain 
resfrictive. The ROE is restoictive - only return fire after fired upon. TTiere will be 
no weapon firing except in self-defense. Self-Defense is defined as a serious 
threat to life or limb. Amied willans and Del Rio soldiers actively engaging U.S. 
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soldiers will be fired on. Civilians found to be armed, but not firing on U.S. troops 
are to be disarmed, detained, and processed through company channels. 
Weapons control status is yellow. 

Your Immediate task is to brief your squad members and organize the squad to 
complete the mission. Call signs remain constant. 

What are your questions? 

The scenario will begin once you have briefed your subordinates. 

SCENARIO: 

Force-on-Force: The squad leader will be infonned that the 1st Squad is 
notional while conducting force-on-force training. 2d Squad will begin the 
exercise from BLDG P3. The start point will be 2d SQD LDR receiving a radio 
call from the platoon leader, notifying him that 1st Squad is in place and the 
breech (the door) is blown. Start point for 2d SQD LDR will be the left window of 
BLDG P3 facing BLDG 4Ca. Orange or red tape will be used to block off and 
separate the second stories between 4Ca and 4Cb. The SQD LDR will be told 
not to break the tape and enter 4Cb. 

Virtual Environment: DBBL will program the 1st Squad conducting the initial 
assault from BLDG P3 to BLDG C4a. They will show the squad move and blow 
the doonvay. Once the doonvay is blown, the platoon leader will call 2d Squad 
and order their movement. Start point for 2d SQD LDR will be the left window of 
BLDG P3 facing BLDG 4Ca. The SQD LDR will be told not to enter 4Cb. 

OPFOR locations - See map 
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Appendix H 

Operation OnJer No. 2 

Your unit is always the 2d Squad of the 2d Platoon. 

Enemy Situation: Agular is cxjnsidered a Black Sabbath stronghold with both ttie 
terrorist political and military Infrastructure based in the town. The terrorists aiB 
considered dedicated to their cause and will most likely fight to the death. Armed 
presence Is considered moderate to heavy in sector with squad-size c^lls fighting 
from building to building. There is no mechanized or motorized threat. However, 
indirect fire, in the fonn of mortars is available to the enemy. They are heavily 
aimed wth automatic weapons and rocket^)ropelled grenades. Remnants of ttie 
Del Rio Dignity Brigade are also located in the town. They are ill equipped and 
not capable of sustained operations. They are not trusted by their Blad< Sabbath 
counteiparte and will most likely be restricted to defending isolated individual 
positions. Their morale is low. As a result, ttiey are expected to provide only 
token Insistence. 

Mission of Higher Units: The 22d IN BN continues Its ground assault operation 
to clear the towm of Agular. The town is divided along the two long axes formed 
by the east-west roads within the town (see map). Companies A and C 
conducted the initial assault. Company A is semiring BLDGs G and H. 
Company C is in BLDGs A1 and J2. Companies A and C are preparing to 
assault BLDGs J1 and B1, respectively. Your company, Company B, is in the 
south. 1st PLT has cleared BLDG E. 3d Platoon has cleared BLDG N. Your 
platoon, 2d Platoon has secured BLDG P3. Your platoon leader has just 
returned from an update briefing. Your platoon has been ordered to seize the 
BLDG C4 complex. Your platoon leader has elected to gain entry through BLDG 
C4b. 1st Squad wll conduct the initial assault from BLDG P3. Ite mission is to 
establish a breech into BLDG 4Cb. On order, 3d Squad will move from BLDG 
P3, pass through 1 st Squad, and clear the 1 st floor of 4Cb. 2d Squad Is the 
platoon reserve. It is last in order of movement. On order, 2d Squad will assume 
clearing responsibilities. 1st Squad will be the platoon reserve on<^ they have 
established a breech into BLDG 4Cb and 3d and 2d Squads have passed 
through. 

Your IMIssion: 2d Squad, your squad, is the platoon reserve located in BLDG 
P3. On order, your squad will move to BLDG 4Cb, pass through the 1st Squad, 
and assume clearing responsibilities. 

Rules of Engagement: Mhough the town populace of Agular Is extremely 
sympathetic to the rebel cause, the town population is not completely hostile. 
Unanned civilians v\^re caught In the town by the rapid U.S. attack. Given that 
the town population is not completely hostile, the rules of engagement remain 
restrictive. The ROE is restrictive - only return fire after fired upon. There will be 
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no weapon firing except in self-defense. Self-defense is defined as a serious 
threat to life or limb. Amied civilians and Del Rio soldiers actively engaging U.S. 
soldiers will be fired on. Civilians found to be amned, but not firing on U.S. troops 
are to be disamned, detained, and processed through company channels. 
Weapons control status is yellow. 

Your immediate task is to brief your squad members and organize the squad to 
complete the mission. Call signs remain constant. 

What are your questions? 

The scenario will begin once you have briefed your subordinates. 

SCENARIO: 

Force-K>n-Force: The squad leader will be infonned that the 1st and 3d Squads 
are notional while conducting force-on-force training. 2d Squad will begin the 
exercise from BLDG P3. The start point will be 2d SQD LDR receiving a radio 
call from the platoon leader, notifying him that 1st Squad has established the 
breech into BLDG 4Cb by blowing the doonvay. He will also be Informed that 3d 
Squad has cleared the 1st floor of BLDG C4b. He will be informed that his 
mission is to clear both top floors of BLDG C4b, then C4a. The squad leader will 
be infomied that the steps leading to the 2d floor of 4Cb have been cleared, but 
that the entire second floor has not been cleared. He will be reminded that his 
mission is to first clear the top floor of 4Cb, then clear the top floor of 4Ca. 

Virtual Environment: DBBL will program the 1st Squad conducting its initial 
assault from BLDG P3 to BLDG 4Cb and blowing the doonA^ay. 3d Squad will be 
shown passing through 1st Squad. Once the doonvay is blown, and 3d squad 
has had a few minutes to clear the 1st floor, the platoon leader will call 2d Squad 
and order them to clear both top floors of BLDG 4Cb and then 4Ca, respectively. 
As the 2d Squad enters 4Cb, they will see individuals from the 1 st Squad 
securing the doonvay. They will also see individuals from 3d Squad positioned in 
each room and one soldier at the top of the stairs. Start point for 2d SQD LDR 
will be the left window of BLDG P3 facing BLDG 4Cb. 

OPFOR locations - See map 
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Appendix I 

Evaluation Checklist Incident Rates and Weighted Scores by Task 

Table I-l 
Perfonnaace Results at the Field-Trainmg Site: Level III Tasks and Behaviors 

Rehearsal 
Condition 

Mission 1 Mission 2 Mission 1 Mission 2 

# BLUFOR Casualties (1) BLUFOR Casualty Points 

RWMean 5.0 6.0 0.0 0.5 
VEMean 6.0 4.5 0.5 1.0 

#OPFOR< Dasnalties (2) OPFOR Casually Pointe 

RWMean 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.5 
VEMean 2.5 2.0 2.5 2.5 

# Fratricides (3) Fratricide Pointe 

RWMean 0.0 0.5 5.0 2.5 
VEMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 
RW Summed Points 7.5 5.5 
RW Total Wt Score 22.5 16.5 
VE Summed Points i                         '.                               !                       ' 8.0 8.5 
VE Total Wt Score -. 24.0 25.5 
Note. Lew! Ill Total Wt. Scores were obtained by multiplying the Summed Points by 3. Task 
number/behavior in parenthesis. 
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Table 1-2 
Performance Results at the Field-Training Site: Level II Tasks and Behaviors 

Rehearsal 
Condition 

Mission 1 Mission 2 Mission 1 Mission 2 

# Rooms not Properly Cleared (4) Room Points 

RWMean 3.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 
VEMean 1.5 2.0 2.5 0.0 

# Incidents Soldiers did not 
Maintain Position (5) 

Position Points 

RWMean 0 0 5.0 5.0 
VEMean 0.5 0 2.5 5.0 

# Incidents Soldiers did not 
Maintain Dispersion (6) 

Dispersion Points 

RWMean LO 0.5 2.5 2.5 
VEMean 0.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 

# Incidents Soldiers did not 
Provide Supporting Fires (7) 

Supporting Fire Points 

RWMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 
VE Mean 0.5 1.5 2.5 2.5 

# Incidents Soldiers did not 
Accurately Report OPFOR 

Location (8) 

OPFOR Location Points 

RWMean 0.0 1.0 5.0 2.5 
VEMean 0.5 1.5 2.5 2.5 

# Incidents Tm. Member did not 
Understand his Sector of Fire (9) 

Sector of Fire Points 

RWMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 
VEMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 
RW Summed 
Points ^H 22.5 25.0 

RW Total Wt 
Score 

45.0 50.0 

VE Summed 
Points 

17.5 20.0 

VE Total Wt. 
Score 

35.0 40.0 

mte. Level 11 Tota 
number/behavior u 

1 Wt. Scores were o 
1 parenthesis. 

btained by multiplyi ng the Summed Poi atsby2. Task 
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Table 1-3 
Performance Results at the Field-Training Site: Level I Tasks and Behaviors 

Reheanal 
Condition 

Mission 1 Mtesion 2 Mission 1 Mission 2 

# Pereonnel Flagging Incidents (10) Personnel Flawing Fointe 

RWMean 7.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 
VEMean 4.5 2.5 4.5 5.0 

# Weapon Fla^ng Incidents (11) Weapon Flawing Points 

RWMean 1.0 1.5 5.0 5,0 
VEMean 1.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 

# Incidents Where Weapons Not 
Held Coirectiy (12) 

Weapon Points 

RWMean 0.0                        0.5 5.0 4.5 
VEMean 1.5                         0.0 3.5 5.0 

# Incidents Soldiere Where Team 
Did Not Yell "Clear*' (13) 

"Clear" Points 

RWMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 
VEMean 0.5 0.0 4.5 5.0 

# Incidents Where Unit Tactics 
Were Not Sound (14) 

Tactics Points 

RWMean 1.0 0.5 2.5 4.0 
VEMean 0.0 1,5 5-0 2.5 

# Incidents Where Succession of 
Command Not Established (15) 

Succession of Command Points 

RWMean 2.5 2.0 1.5 1-5 
VEMean 1.0 0.5 2.5 4.0 
RW Summed       fe;»  .-■■.   -,. ;-.■-. 
Points                 f .- '.,,- ■ -='.C .  ■"' \ 

..   '■-'--■ -if.;',.-    ■          23.0 24.5 

RW Total Wt      \-'-   :■  .:'.. •'.,,. i •:■: ■ W .^-ii;^ ;- ■  -          23.0 
Score              :J-.;?,;; ■^■)^,=^M'-'.^>\:'-M^'''^-! '' 

24.5 

VESmnmed         : -yr,   . ■...'■:Cm:^';v^i^^> ^            25.0 
Points             ■''^^•/y^-^m^m^^-^-y^ :-: 

26.5 

VE Total Wt.        :  '-^'^r?:iiii^M^ 
Score                   ^     \Y^ 5^;:^:^s^! 

25.0 26.5 

Note, Level I Total Wt Scores were obtained by multiplying tbe Summed Points by 1. Task 
number/behavior in pwenthesis. 
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Table 1-4 
Performance Results at the Virtual-Training Site: Level III Tasks and Behaviors 

Rehearsal 
Condition 

Mission 1 Mission 2 Mission 1 Mission 2 

# BLUFOR Casualties (1) BLUFOR Casualty Points 

RWMean 5.0                      5.0 0.5 0.5 
VEMean 6.0                      5.5 0.5 0.0 

#OPFOR Casualties (2) OPFOR Casualty Points 

RWMean 2.0 2.5 2.5 2.5 
VEMean 2.0 2.0 2.5 2,5 

# Fratricides (3) Fratricide Points 

RWMean 1.5 1.5 2.5 2.5 
VEMean 1.5 3.0 0.0 0.0 
RW Summed Points 5.5 5.5 
RW Total Wt. Score 16.5 16.5 
VE Summed Points 3.0 2.5 
VE Total Wt Score mllliayHre^MEl SaMHiMI 9.0 7.5 
Note. Level III Total Wt. Scores were obtained by multiplying the Summed Points by 3. Task 
number/behavior m parenthesis. 
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Table 1-5 
Perfoimance Results at the Virtual-Training Site: Level II Tasks and Behaviore 

Rehearaal 
Condition 

Mission 1 Mission 2 Mission 1 Mission 2 

# Rooms not Properly Cleared (4) Room Points 

RWMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 
VEMean 2.0 1.5 2.5 2.5 

# Incidents Soldiers did not 
Maintain Position (S) 

Position Pointe 

RWMean 0.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 
VEMean 1.5 1.5 2.5 2.5 

# Incidents Soldiens did not 
Maintain Dispersion (6) 

Dupei^ion Pointe 

RWMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 
VEMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 

# Incidents Soldiere did not 
Provide Supporting Fires (7) 

Supporting Fire Points 

RWMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 
VEMean 1.5 0.0 2.5 5.0 

# Incidents Soldiers did not 
Accurately Report OPFOR 

Location (8) 

OPFOR Location Pointo 

RWMean 0,0 1.0 5.0 2.5 
VEMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 

# Incidents Tm. Member did not 
Understand his Sector of Fire (9) 

Sector of Fire Pointe 

RWMean 1.0 0.0 2.5 5.0 
VEMean 1.0 0.0 3.0 5.0 
RW Slimmed 
Points ■ '■,   . ^ •'■•%.", 

25.0 27.5 

RW Total Wt 
Score H%?^^ 50.0 55.0 

VE Summed 
Points 

20.5 25.0 

VETotolWt. 
Score %^'i/0i '_ 41.0 50.0 

Note. Level 11 Totol Wt Scores were obtained by multiplying tiie Summed Points by 2. Task 
numbar^havior in parenthesis. 
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Table 1-6 
Performance Results at the Virtual-Training Site: Level I Tasks and Behaviors 

Rehearsal 
Condition 

Mission 1 Mission 2 Mission 1 Mission 2 

# Personnel Flagging Incidents (10) Personnel Flagging Points 

RWMean 17.0                     24.0 1.0 0.0 
VEMean 15.5                      14.5 1.0 1.0 

# Weapon Flagging Incidents (11) Weapon Flagging Points 

RWMean 2.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 
VEMean 2.5 0.0 4.5 5.0 

# Incidents Where Weapons Not 
Held Correctly (12) 

Weapon Points 

RWMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 
VEMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 

# Incidents Soldiers Where Team 
Did Not YeU "Clear" (13) 

"Clear" Points 

RWMean 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 
VEMean 0.0 0.5 5.0 4.5 

# Incidents Where Unit Tactics 
Were Not Sound (14) 

Tactics Points 

RWMean 1.0 1.0 2.5 2.5 
VEMean 1.0 0.5 2.5 4.0 

# Incidents Where Succession of 
Command Not Established (15) 

Succession of Command Points 

RWMean 1.0 1.0 2.5 2.5 
VEMean 2.0 0.0 2.5 5.0 
RW Summed 
Points 

Wt. Scores were obtained by multiplyii 

21.0 20.0 

RW Total Wt 
Score 

21.0 20.0 

VE Summed 
Points 

20.5 24.5 

VE Total Wt. 
Score 

20.5 24.5 

Note. Level I Total ig the Summed Poin tsby 1. Task 
number/behavior in parenthesis. 
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